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Clark Chu resigns
SHELDON PAGE
The Cord

Students' Union Board of Directors (BOD) member Clark Chu
resigned his position on October 31.
Chu's resignation followed the October 30 Students' Union BOD
meeting where Chu's conduct during the past by-election was dis-
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cussed.

During the election Chu was observed campaigning for candidate
Kerri McCartney while discouraging voters from voting for Jim
Lowe.
Deputy returning officer Kathleen Wong saw Chu violating the
election. Wong at the October 31 BOD meeting retold the incident to

the BOD.
As of press time, Chu was unable to be reached for comment.
In a letter dated November 2 to Students' Union president Christina
Craft, BOD Chair Sean Taylor announced Chu's resignation "with
great humiliation and disappointment".
Taylor stated in the letter he found the BOD's deliberation on the
matter "reprehensible and disheartening".
The letter also stated that Chu's decision to resign was of his own
free will. "His decision was based on the general impetus of discussion by the Board. I must stress to you that this decision is solely of
Mr. Chu's own volition."
Craft agreed that Chu resigned of his own free will. "I think he
breached the trust of his position. Again this is a personal opinion,
that's why I never asked for his resignation."
"I think that he had to have his own conscience and see if he could
live with himself continuing on with his position if he knew that or
thought that he broke the trust and the confidence of his position."
The issue of Chu's violation was announced on the BOD agenda
as being in camera. The motion to go in camera was turned down in
a 6 for and 5 against vote. A three quarters majority vote is needed
before a meeting can go in camera.
Taylor defended the motion to go in camera because he felt that
not all the facts would be brought to light in a public meeting. "The
issue was put on the agenda as in camera because it was brought to
my attention that Kathleen Wong might not want to speak in public."
"I don't want people acting on hearsay," said Taylor.
Craft was against going in camera. "1 don't agree with ever going
in camera unless it's to discuss in camera hiring and decisions and
what was discussed in the hiring."
"We were talking about a publicly elected, well, acclaimed but
elected person, who was empowered by the students and I knew that
was what was going to be brought up.
Taylor was satisfied with the outcome of the meeting. "I was
satisfied with the outcome of the deliberation. Clark wanted to give
his side of the story I feel that he had a fair chance. I think Clark
made the right decision in resigning."
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Hands unite for charity
ANDREW THOMSON
The Cord
Last Tuesday, on October 27,

over 250 students joined hands
around the perimeter of Mac
House to raise money for the
United Way.

In total $387 dollars were
raised from participants in the circle. The event was conceived and
organized by Karen Graham, and
Lynn Greenwood. The majority
of the participants were from
Conrad but all residences were

represented.

Joining hands for charily.

Photo: Jo Ann Juiien

"The guys from Little House
were the loudest" said Graham, a
don at Conrad Hall. Graham said
she was very happy with the
turnout and hoped that next year
the event could be repeated. It
started at 10:30 in the evening
and lasted for half an hour.
As passerby Asif Malek said,
"that's quite a spectacle."
Graham said that the prizes
for a random drawing of floors
that participated arc still
forthcoming. If your floor is
drawn, your don will be contacted.
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Foot patrol successful
LEE HEWITT
The Cord

Laurier's brand new Foot Patrol program began with
start in its first week of service for the students.

a smooth

An average of 16 calls were handled each night by the Foot Patrol
dispatcher. The peak period for walks home appears to be Thursday
to Saturday nights, after the campus bars close.
However, this past Monday, 27 calls were logged by the patrollers, almost doubling the previous response for any other night.
This serves as evidence to Brian McQuinn, the Foot Patrol Coordinator, that the program is gaining acceptance.

"It's catching on; through word of mouth and through people becoming aware of us," said McQuinn.
The response is so great that McQuinn is planning to hire more
patrollers for the program. He estimates that the amount of patrollers
on duty will increase from two teams of two to three or four pairings
in the near future.
Another possible explanation for the increase in the usage of the
Patrol could lie in the Patrollers themselves. McQuinn noted that he
receives an average of two to three calls to his office each night, expressing gratitude to the Foot Patrol.
McQuinn said that users of the Patrol have been describing their
escorts as, "energetic and very friendly." He added that people generally felt much more comfortable with the Patrol in place.
As of yet, there have been no negative incidents involving the
program. The only situations requiring attention of any kind involved
a handful of occasions when overly intoxicated students need a walk
home from campus bars.
However, if something unexpected does happen, the Foot Patrollers are prepared with extensive first-aid training and equipment. John
Baal, the Head of Security at Laurier, and his forces are also prepared
to assist.
Baal describes the relationship between and Security and the Foot
Patrol as, "close". He would also like to, "strengthen the link between
[Security] and the Patrol."
He hopes to see, in the future an integrated system of the two
groups, in an effort to, "enhance campus security safety."
Baal would also like to see the program expand its role and services. The future could see direct line Foot Patrol telephones, similiar
to the Emergency phones in place right now,installed around campus.
But for the time being, Baal is satisfied with the progress of the
fledgling project.
"I'm really pleased with the way things are going, and I hope
they'll be able to maintain the interest that they are receiving," said
Baal.
The Students' Union echoed Baal's sentiment, and are satisified
with the results of the first week.
Alexandra Strangret, the VP: University Affairs said, "This has
made students aware that they are to take precautions. If the response
is any indication how the program will be received, then it will be a
success."

Sexual
Harrasment

STEVE TRACY
The Cord

Sexual harrasment can happen
anywhere. One of the problems
facing those who combat sexual
harrasment is a lack of knowledge on the victim's part.
Wilfrid Laurier's sexual harrasment officer Rose Blackmore
says that, "sexual harassment has

a number of specific definitions.
Most of which are familiar to all
of us. The formal definition for
WLU which is fairly standard."
The policy states: "sexual
harassment" includes conduct of
a sexual nature such as, but not
limited to, sexual assault, verbal
abuse or threats, unwelcome sexual invitations or requests,
demands for sexual favours, or
unwelcome and repeated innuendos or taunting about a person's body, appearance or sexual

orientation".

There are conditions that are
attached to the definition of sexual

harrasment.

Footpatrol members demonstrate how they
would take a inebriated student home.

Photo: Tom Szeibel

Laurier is #4
PAT BRETHOUR
The Cord

Maclean's long-awaited 1992
review of Canadian universities
was released on Monday. In
sharp contrast to a thirtyeighth place showing last year,
Wilfrid Laurier was ranked
fourth, among "Primarily Undergraduate Universities".
Unlike last year, where all 45
Canadian universities were
clustered in one group, Maclean's

has split universities into three

categories: Medical/Doctoral
Universities, Comprehensive
Universities, and Primarily Undergraduate Universities.
Because of this system,
Laurier did not compete head-to-

head with high-profile schools
like McGill and the University of
Toronto.
Was the grouping responsible

for Laurier's rise from thirtyeighth to fourth?

oK^fwVH|

One is that this conduct is performed as a condition of a student's academic status. In other
words, the student feels that
they're subjected to it as a condition of a better grade.
The second one is that it interferes with the individual's work
or academic performance.
The last condition is the creation of an intimidating or offensive study environment.
An example would be if a
teacher in the classroom is
making remarks of a sexist nature
which a student feels uncomfortable with, whether it is directed at
the specific student or at other
students. If one feels uncomfortable on the other's behalf than
there is a problem.
There are some other defini-

tions which fall into this category.
A common example would be
where a student and a faculty, or
staff, or another student may have
had a romantic or sexual relationship. One of them wishes to
Cont. on pg. 12
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"Quite frankly, I was ambivalent about that [the three
separate groupings]," said Arthur
Stephen, Director of Institutional
Relations for Laurier. "I would
have been interested in how we
would have ranked without the
grouping.
"If you'd taken this year and
thrown us into the mix we would
be somewhere between tenth and
fourteenth."
Stephen says that last year's
thirty-eight place ranking affected
students' choice of universities.
"Students were saying
'You're really tough to get into,
but you got a lousy ranking'," he
said.
Laurier's overall admissions
dropped from 9677 in 1991 to
7154 in 1992.
Throughout the fall of 1991
and the spring of 1992, Stephen
met with Maclean's editors to attempt to change the ranking
criteria for the 1992 survey.
The criteria for the survey of
Canadian universities ended up
being altered. "The weightings
were changed dramatically in our
favour," said Stephen.
"I would say it's a much more
focussed and equitable criteria."
The largest change was the
division of universities into three
groups. The emphasis placed on
financing was much decreased,
which benefited Laurier.
Mount Allison, last year's
highest ranked university, topped
Laurier's category, which had a
total of 18 entrants.
"I'm a hell of a lot happier
with it than last year," said
Stephen.
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Nuclear threat lives on
MIKE LOETERS
The Cord

Presently there are 8 known
nuclear states in the world. These
are United States, Britain, France,

work.
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dian personalities have contended
that without nuclear capability
their country would not be able to

defend itself against China which
has been a long time enemy. This
is despite China's commitment to
neither use nor threaten the use of
nuclear weapons against any nonnuclear state under any circumstances.

SATURDAY

FRiDAY

o

Argentina, Brazil, Israel,
Pakistan, India, and South Africa
are known to have carried out
nuclear explosions for "peaceful"
purposes, and are known to have
devices similar to those used in
nuclear weapon delivery systems.
Here are how some of these
nuclear programs got started and
the motivations for them.
India Some influential In-

there are 9 suspected nuclear
states which include India,
Pakistan, Iran, Israel, South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, North
Korea, and until recently Iraq.
This really is a frightening
thought.
Many of these suspected
countries are what we call
Threshold countries because they
have both conducted significant
nuclear activities and have
refused to accept international
control over their nuclear material
and equipment. Many of these
countries operate nuclear plants
that are capable of making
weapon-usable materials like

munism.
Unfortunately, what we see
today is an ever increasing
nuclear world. Since the breakup
of the old Soviet Union, nuclear
proliferation has been taking
place faster than ever. Many
Third World countries like Argentina and Iran are making very
generous offers to those nuclear
scientists in the old Soviet Union
who now find themselves out of

THURSDAY

uranium.

Russia, Ukraine, Byelorussia,
Kazakhstan, and China. Then

One would like to think that we
can all breath a bit easier now
that the Cold War is over. We
think that the threat of nuclear
was is gone, and that the possibility of such massive devastation disappeared with com-
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Brazil Brazil's nuclear activities are strongly influenced by
the developments in its long-time
adversary, Argentina. The Brazilian military is known to have
high aspirations and is unlikely to
be willing to let a country like
Argentina sprint ahead as a sole
regional power.
Israel No Israeli government has admitted or denied having possession of nuclear
weapons. It is widely assumed
that Israel has at its disposal at
least a dozen nuclear weapons, either assembled or ready for assembly. There have also been
reports of Israel having developed
a sophisticated surface-to-surface
missile system capable of being
fitted with nuclear warheads.
Cont. on pg. 10
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tivities. Their nuclear program is
motivated by fear of die nuclear
program potential of its principal
enemy, India, with which
Pakistan has been at war with a
number of times.
Argentina
This state is
known to be able to produce
weapon-grade material in large
quantities that is not safe guarded.
Argentina also has a very
sophisticated air force which
would be more than capable of
acting as a nuclear delivery system. It is hungry for the prestige
and bargaining power that can
come with being a nuclear
weapon state and a regional
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Pakistan Pakistan was unwilling to sign the NonProliferation Treaty of the United
Nations and accept Full Scope
Safeguards over its nuclear ac-
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The university just tin veiled its 30 year campus plan which projects
Jthat the student population will double from 5 000 to 10 000 students

I

With this in mind, the WLU Students' Union is examining space
within our building.

d

There is a committee which will have recommendations on the future
of our building by December.
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DIAL-A-DEAL
call 884-2990 with your own unique i-deals. by phill kinzinger

ToDay Dial-a-Deal Drives
Down to a Dynamic Double feature. Entertainment is on tap,

with both audio and video.

Midnight Music

One of our readers, Darren
Kregar, suggested a quick look at
Midnight Music, which is found
in the Shopper's Court at 22 King
N.

It is a wee place, but choc full
of new releases and dusties. As
part of Randy Wither's policy, all
tapes and cd's are $1 off the price
shown. If your cd has a scratch,
just bring it back for a refund or
exchange. "With service, you can

grow", says Withers.

If they don't have what you
want they will order it for you.
Orders will be available within a
week at no extra cost.
Midnight Music also rents out
a few videos at a cost of one dollar from Monday to Thursday.
Furthermore, the store carries a
selection of used tapes and Lp's.
Among the albums there are
many jazz, big band, country and

prices are about five dollars less
than HMV or A & A's, so we
checked it out. Midnight carries
Sinead O'Conner's new release
for 17.99/11.99 [cd/tape], minus a
dollar. I phoned A & A's at the
Eaton Centre in Guelph and they
had it for

60's-70's available.

A large sign on the rear wall
predicts a shipment of over one
thousand albums on November
the 11th, a pile which I will soon
after sift through. Many of us
backward folks still listen to the
phonograph.
Withers claimed that his

22.99/15.98.

Without a doubt, Midnight
Music is a deal. Have a talk with
the owner, he is a nice guy and
seemingly very knowledgeable
about music. Many thanks to
Kregar for a good tip.
Val's Video
'And in this corner...' we have
Val's Video, which many of you
are probably already familiar
with. Still, a good deal needs retelling, especially for the benefit
of first year students.
The sign says all movies, anytime $2.00. That's tax included.
Yeass! What really bites my ass
are places that ask close to three
dollars for the same thing. Of
course there are some exceptions
to the two dollar rule, like children's movies...only one buck.
Val's has as much selection as
some of the name chains and they
only close one day of the year
you guessed it, it's Christmas.
Seven days a week they are open
from ten a.m. to midnight.
So let's say, after a bottle of
beer, you don't feel you have the
energy to stumble to and from the
bar. Get a movie, it's far cheaper,
-

Midnight Music's prices can't be beat. Photo: Phill Kinzinger

Photo: Phill Kinzinger
Val's Video two bucks a flick.
safer and less noisy [unless you games. Whew! And for discreet
get All's Quiet on the Western parents Val's keeps adult videos
Front].
in a totally separate room, which
I must respect as far more tasteMany Val's veterans rememful.
ber the blue Burger King coupons
Okay, so you're amused for
Well
found inside a tape case.
the week, be it eiiher by sight or
this year all K-W Burger King's
sound. We are checking out a
are handing out buy one get one
number
of other suggestions
free coupons for Val's, new which
may provide for your other
releases excluded.
senses if you're lucky. Keep
Val's also sells blank tapes, spreadin' the good word and drop
pop, old movie posters, movies, me a line in my box at the Cord
chips and fresh popped corn. offices.
They rent machines and video
Yours for a buck, Phill.
-
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Constitution not passed
BOREDWATCH
STUDENT

PUBLICATIONS
HEATHER MUNDELL
The Cord

Believe it or not, excitement
abounded this week at the Student Publications BOD meetAt the Friday meeting,
all regular business was tabled
so matters of a personal nature
could be discussed in camera.
The Board held an emergency
meeting on Monday to discuss
the Cord Constitution as well as
other important business.
Following Friday's meeting, A 1
Lee resigned as a member and
Chair of the Board of Directors.
Personal reasons were cited, but
no one's really talking about it.
When the shock waves had
died down after the resignation
announcement, the Board proceeded to discuss the incredibly
hyped Cord Constitution. Special
guests Pat Brethour (Cord EIC)
and Sheldon Page (Cord News
Editor) were on hand to discuss
the document and explain the
rationale behind each clause.
The Constitution has already
been ratified by the Cord staff,
and only needs Board approval to
become official and binding. The
preamble to the document and
section 1 passed with only a
minor change to wording.
Section 2, a statement of
"Purposes and Principles", ran
into major problems over a clause

that would prevent any advertisement would from being pulled
without a full week's notice.
Ads are rarely received a full
week in advance, so according to
this clause even the most offensive of advertisements would
have to be run once. Of course
that would be a violation of the
Code of Ethics, so the document
itself is slightly problematic. No
one on the Board would even
make a motion to pass section 2.
Sections 3, 4 and 5, about'the
Editorial Board, staff and staff
meetings passed with ammendments to wording. The discussion
was tabled to next week midway
through section 6, as some people
had to leave.
With that out of the way, the
Board moved on to a more interesting topic elections.
It seems resigning is the hip
thing to do this week. In the wake
of all the controversty surrounding last week's by-election, Clark
Chu has resigned from the Students' Union Board of Directors.
WLU students are now
represented by two incomplete
Boards. The question this week is
whether or not to bother filling
the vacant positions. Student Publications and the Students' Union
are two completely separate corporations with different by-laws.
According to the current laws,
the Board of Publications is under
no obligation to hold an election
to fill its vacant spot, although it
has the option. The Students'
Union, however, must fill its
position before December 1.
Rather than going to the time
-

BOD members Michael Rosenblatt and Brian Gear who
were not photographed at this meeting. Photo: Chris Skalkos

and expense of another election,
the Students' Union is considering changing its by-laws effective
immediately so that the spot can
remain empty for the rest of the
academic year. This change will
have to be ratified by the student
body in February's election.
Martin Walker is concerned
about this potential change to the
laws, claiming that it's "setting a
huge and dangerous precedent."
Phill Kinzinger agreed with
Marty. He stated that if several
people were to resign from the
Board and were not replaced, the

BOD could go "WACKO!"
The Students' Union claims
that they won't have enough time
for an election before exams start.
Marty disagrees, saying that right
now it's "purely financial." He
added that the Students' Union is
using the "old, tired excuse that
they don't have enough time."
Student Publications is mainly
concerned because it can not real-

ly afford to hold an election on its
own. The cost of an election is
roughly $5,000, and Student Publications contributed a mere $500
to the last by-election.
If Student Publications held
an election on its own it would
have to foot the entire bill, which
would mean asking the Students'
Union for more funding. Christina Craft reminded the Board
that this would look "bad for a future student levy proposal."
She was referring to an agreement that is being worked out between the Students' Union and

Student Publications which
would grant Publications a
greater degree of financial
autonomy. The agreement must
be approved by both Boards of
Directors before it can take effect.
Phill didn't think that the
Board should worry about the effect a forced election would have
on the levy proposal. He said the
Board of Publications would lose

«,

IHj

its credibility if they "pussy-foot
around and it [the levy proposal]
doesn't pass." In his finest moment of the day, Phill then added,
"Imagine what sort of jerk-offs
we'd look like then."
Another strong possibility the
Board of Publications has to consider is that they may be paying
for an election in which no one
will run. Since the Board became
an elected body two years ago,
every single director has been acclaimed. In fact, it took three sets
of acclamations to get a full
Board of Directors this year, and
the Board only lasted three weeks
before one member dropped out.
Finally, last week's by-

election just barely reached quorum. In order for an election to be
valid, ten percent of eligible
voters have to show up at the
polls. At Laurier it's considered a
near miracle when this occurs. If
this by-election fails to stir up
student interest, there is a very

good chance that $5 000 of the
students' money will be wasted.
At any rate, time is running
out. If the election question is not
settled soon, there really won't be
time to fill the Board vacancies
before exams. Marty decided to
approach Sean Taylor, Chair of
the Students' Union BOD, to try
and arrange an emergency joint
meeting of the Boards so that the
issue can be discussed further.
Tune in next week to find out
what happens. Will the Cord
constitution finally be passed?
Will there be an election? Most
importantly, what will Phill say
next? I can't wait!
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Hepatitis shot necessary
LIANNE JEWITT
The Cord

With flu shots out of the way,
it's time to shed some light on
another health problem we
should all be aware of. It's a
sexually transmitted disease
called Hepatitis B.
Hepatitis B is highly infectious and affects the liver. Although seldom fatal, victims of
the acute form of hepatitis B frequently require hospitalization
and weeks or months of recuperation.
The chronic form of the disease is even less desirable. Symptoms may be hidden and go unnoticed for years, while the virus

is slowly destroying the liver.
Chronic hepatitis can
ultimately lead to death in the
form of cirrhosis or cancer of the
liver. Is there a cure? Unfortunately, for hepatitis B the

Health Services said, "hepatitis B
is the only vaccine preventable
sexually transmitted disease".
Preventable free of charge for
those at high risk. The cost is
"$llO-130 for others", Koenig

answer is no.
There are,
however, ways of

said.

months.
3. Anyone who has been previously diagnosed with a sexually
transmitted disease, or whose
partner has had an STD.
Those who share needles, or
are exposed to blood and body

Hepatitis B is highly infectious and affects the liver.

preventing this
disease. One, of
course, is having
a limited number
of sexual partners. Even condom use is not
"safe", as hepatitis B can be
spread by other body fluids such
as saliva or blood.
Another method of prevention
is a vaccine. Doreen Koenig of

fluids through
their work (health
care workers and
emergency and
rescue workers)

should

also

seriously consid-

Those at high risk include:
1. Anyone who has had three or
more sexual partners in the last
six months.
2. Anyone whose partner has had
other partners in the last six

er the vaccine.

Koenig's advice to anyone is,
"if you're concerned that you're a
candidate for a vaccination, talk
to a doctor". If you're interested
in the vaccine, it's "available only

on prescription from a doctor",
Koenig said. She added that it involves "three shots in total. One,
then another three months after,
and a final shot five months after
that". Koenig recommends getting the "full series of shots", to
ensure proper protection against
the disease.

Hepatitis B may not only be
sexually transmittable, but the
number of cases that are transmitted sexually in Canada, as
well as all over the world is
growing. If you are at risk, now is
your chance to do something

about it.
Call Health Services at 884-1970
and ask for extension number
2146.
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These people are at risk of catching hepatitis
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WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP
Compiled by Patty Chippa
Clinton cashes in big
Bill Clinton became the first Democrat President since 1976, scoring a major
victory over George Bush, and Ross Perot, his two rivals. The Arkansas governor and his running mate A 1 Gore received nearly 400 electoral college votes.
Baby Machine?
(Berlin) Controversy over medical ethics erupted this week as Germans doctors keep a brain-dead woman's body alive in order to carry her four-month
fetus to term. The medical committee is being criticized for treating the
woman as a 'female corpse serving as a breeding machine'.
Too close to home
(London) The 15th bombing since October 7th occured last week in London,
as a hijacked taxi exploded near the home of British PM John Major. No one
has claimed responsibility for the blast, and the hijackers are unidentifiable.
Minor damage was caused. Major was away from his home at the time.

That's a lot of moving trucks
(Moscow) Fourteen million people who have been living in Russia's harsh
arctic north are being resettled within the nation. The people have suffered under the country's economic reforms, and the government hopes to carry out the
move within the next few years.
Irving overstays his welcome
(Niagara Falls) David Irving, controversial British author who claims the
holocaust was exaggerated, failed to comply an order to leave Canada on Sunday. He was jailed when he was refused entry into the United States. Irving
could be deported to Britain, and will likely not speak in Kitchener November
12th, as had been scheduled.
Fright night for Razor
(London) A Halloween night boxing matchup became a Halloween nightmare
for Donovan (Razor) Ruddock, who was defeated by Lennox Lewis, former
Kitchener resident. The fight ran three minutes and 46 seconds. Lewis is now a
potential threat to Evander Holyfield's heavyweight crown.
Royals bed down in South Korea
(Seoul) The Prince and Princess of Wales made their first oversea appearance
together since scandal rocked their marriage this past summer in South Korea
this week. Britain's News of the World revealed that Charles and Diana would
be sharing a bedroom on this tour, supposedly for the first time in years. The
tour may be a test for the royal marriage.
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Discussing Maclean's
STEVE DOAK
The Cord

On Monday night, the Laurier
Senate had their regular meeting with very little out of the ordinary.

senators were absent
illness
and previous
due to
engagements, but only a few
topics had to be postponed.
Early in the meeting the annual Maclean's issue focussing
on Canadian Universities was
presented. It had been released
earlier on Monday. Arthur
Stevens reported that Laurier was
rated fourth in a group of eighteen of the smaller universities of
Canada. The administration is

Several

proud of this dramatic improvement over last year's rating.
The weighting system has
been changed from what was
used last year due to several complaints from different universities
that did not believe they were
represented fairly. Last year was

the first year Maclean's rated the
universities, and thus they are still
attempting to perfect their system.

Lorna Marsden listed some
recommendations for change for
next's year's report, requesting
more focus on graduates of each
school.
Marsden then stated that the
administration is taking into consideration the suggestions for im-

Dr. Marsden looks on.

Photo: Steve Doak

provement implied by Maclean's.
The events of last year' indicated
that this report will have a sub-

stantial effect on which universities people apply to.
The administration will attempt to improve Laurier's stand-

ings with the hope of attracting
more students in the future.
Towards that end, Laurier will
expand its national recruiting program to increase the number of
out-of-province students attending.

As well, Marsden suggested
that individual departments
review their distribution of
classes among professors and

The Senate discussed the Maclean s article.

Photo: Steve Doak

consider increasing the proportion of first year courses that are
taught by tenured professors.
These are two areas where
Laurier needs improvement according to Maclean's.
Other notable news included a
report by Terry Copp on the
Council of Ontario Universities.
Because the Laurier Students'
Union is a prospective member of
the Ontario Undergraduate Students' Alliance rather than the
Ontario Federation of Students

and the former has not been
recognized by the government,
COU is the only representative of
Laurier students to the government right now.

Currently COU is faced with
attempts by the provincial parliament to gain more control over
post-secondary school education
in Ontario. The accountability of
universities to Queen's Park is
currently the subject of a government survey.
The remainder of the senate
meeting consisted mostly of
minor procedural issues. It ended,
however with a passionate plea
by Dr. Art Read, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Science, to renew

the Second Cup's lease and allow
the business to remain in the concourse.

The Senate meets approximately once a month. Most of
their meetings are open to the
public. They consist of representatives from the faculty, the administration, and there are eight
representatives of the students.

How Does Your
university Rate:
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CRIME

Although this is a staged pool table brawl, we

thought it captured the mood.

Find out in Maclean's
November 9 issue.

Mocleans
CANADA'S WEEK& NEWSMAGA2!N€
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BREACH OF PEACE (0010): Two games room (Willison Lounge)
patrons started to fight over the use of a pool table. One of the combatants, a 25 year old Waterloo male, was taken into custody. The
culprit, who is not univeisity affiliated, was issued a trespass notice.
-

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE (3205): A Bricker resident was transported to the K/W Hospital. The assistance was requested by the don
in charge of the floor. The subject was assisted and accompanied to
the hospital by two friends. While being transported the victim became momentarily unconscious, but regained consciousness before
entering the hospital. The cause of her illness is presently not know to
-

security.
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Customer gets the slap
OFF
PBY AGETH

expect some good previews and

SHELDON PAGE

Businesses often claim that the
customer always comes first.
There are several businesses
out there that have a different
maxim
'the customer is
stupid'.
The customer is stupid
campaign is not always an easy
one to spot. Since I am a student
and have to watch my cash supply such businesses are easy to
spot and really piss me off.
If you are going to rip someone off at least be subtle about it.
Don't slap the customer in the
face with the fact that you are
going to screw them and expect
them to take it.
The cases that I am talking
about might not be so noticeable
to those of you who are blessed
with an abundance of cash. Even
so you should be on the look-out
for places that deal in the 'blatant
rip off'.
A fine example of what I am
talking about is going out to the
movies. A long time ago I remember saying that when ticket
prices hit ten dollars I would
boycott them. That magic number
is closer than I would have ever
believed. Unfortunately movie
prices are not my complaint the
commercials at the beginning of
the shows are.
When I slap down my $7.50 I
-

-

jjl

then the show. What I don't expect is three or four commercials
before the damn previews begin.
If I want to watch commercials I
will go home and watch television.
The problem doesn't just end
at the cinema. What about those
two for one pizza deals that seem
so good until you realize that
your slices are the width of a
toothpick? If yoti are going to offer a smaller product why not
state the fact in your advertising?
Why wait until the customer
opens up the box?
The answer is obviously to
make as much profit as possible. I
think that instead of screwing
your customers, a better method
is to respect the customer's intelligence and give the straight
facts.
If you are offering a smaller
product at reduced prices then say
so. Don't wait for the customer to
get pissed off thinking that they
have been taken for a ride.
Not so long ago I frequented a
restaurant-bar that had really
good food. Not only was the food
good but the prices were great. I
found that I ate at this establishment more than I ate at home.
The menu at this place under
went major changes a new look
and different items. I was really
excited until I found out that the
food was of lower quality, smaller portions, and priced higher.
It was obvious that 'cost ef-

ficiency' was at work. Efficiency
my ass. I ate there once after the
big change in hopes that the first
time had been the staff getting
used to and working the flaws out
of the old menu. Not so. My second meal was as shitty as the first
one.

Did the owners of the
restaurant think their customers
were so stupid that they wouldn't
notice that they were getting
screwed? I guess they didn't, but
they were proved wrong in the
end.
Business at the establishment

in question has sucked ever since
the changes took place
go figure.
My last complaint is of un-

written fine print. Unwritten fine
print is quite different than
normal fine print because you
don't find out about it until it is
too late.
You get all excited about a
sale on all items in the store only
to find out that certain items are
excluded from the sale. Nothing
in the advertising gives you these
facts you are lured into the store
and then find out the true facts
-

about the sale.
My advice to you, the careful
shopper, is to boycott any business that supports any of the

above mentioned techniques. Tell
your friends, have them tell their
friends. Try a petition if you are
in the mood, but I would get more
satisfaction seeing such ethically
inept businesses go down the
drain.
We as customers have minds
of our own. If businesses don't
treat us as such then to hell with
them. We don't want to be treated
as sheep. We can fight back.

Unstable world
Cont. from pg. 4

Nuclear weapons are considered
by many Israeli leaders to be essential to survival.
South Africa It is estimated
that they have enough weapongrade material
to produce
more than 20
nuclear explosive devices.
Nuclear testing
has been confirmed, but it is
-

a nuclear weapons delivery system. Their motivation is fueled by
a desire for world prestige, and as
a bargaining chip to remove or al-

leviate international boycotts and
embargoes imposed by the United

largely to become a regional
power and gain prestige in the
world. This is a very large issue
and vital to global security. It is
too bad that this did not become
an American election issue because the
U.S. is the
only country with
enough influence to
curb this
trend.

Their motivation is fueled
by a desire for world pres-

tige

not known

if

weapons have yet been manufactured. South Africa also has a
very sophisticated air force that
would be adequate for serving as

Nations and others.
These are only a few of the
states that can be mentioned. We
see a trend that the motivation is

■!
ik

t, flu

Until the U.S. decides to take
a leading role in creating a
nuclear-free world, I cannot say
that anyone can breath easier.
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Meeting tackles scandal
BORED

WATCH
UNION

STUDENTS'

STEVE DOAK

News Commentary
The Students' Union Board of
Directors got together on Friday afternoon for a marathon
meeting.

The main topic of the day was
the most recent election scandal
here at Laurier. The battle lines
were drawn quickly, invisible but

impenetrable.
On one side was Clark Chu,
the defender accused of violating
the regulations of his position on
the board. Opposing him were
Jim Lowe, the victim who only
wanted to be a director, and
Kathleen Wong, the deputy
returning officer who witnessed

the crime.
A tense mood enveloped the
room as the subject was introduced. They then fell to bickering
amongst themselves and with the
other board members.

Originally, the board had
planned to hold that portion of the
meeting in camera, but the bylaws of the union require a twothirds vote of the board to go in
camera. Fortunately, only six
members of the board voted for

secrecy and five members voted
against it, so the rights of the
press were not restricted.
Wong was the only witness at
the meeting, although other
people had been present at the
time of the alleged incident. She
accused Chu of campaigning for
Kerri McCartney and against Jim
Lowe in front of the polling station in the Concourse as people
were voting. She also said that he
had "stuffed the ballot box" in the
March by-election.
Chu denied all of the allegations, admitting only that he had
joked with friends about the election.
Christina Craft and Dave
Bigioni were the most adamant
critics of Chu, stating that he
"grossly violated one of our
policies" and that he endangered
the reputation of the whole board
as a result. Therefore, he should
resign, as Craft pointed out

Clark Chu (in foreground) watches the show.

Photo: Steve Doak

Wilf's, Turret problematic
CRAWFORD SAMUEL
The Cord
"A 95 gallon bin full of glass weighs 220
pounds," said Ellen Warling, the Environmental
Co-ordinator on campus.
Warling, along with her co-worker Kevin Murphy, were hired by Physical Plant and Planning to
oversee the recycling program. They co-ordinate
how many bins are needed, make sure the bins are
used correctly, and, with four volunteers, take the
full bins out on Monday morning to be emptied into
the 8.F.1, truck.
Warling and Murphy manage a program which
has recycling containers all across campus, from
the Athletic Complex to Wilf s. They co-ordinate
the distribution of boxes on Bricker Street as well.
"We have a lot of problems with people not putting the right things in the right bins," said Warling.
Warling said that people put glass in can bins
and vice-versa.
Five percent of glass in can bins is okay "but
anything more than that would not be acceptable.
8.F.1. would not pick it up. They would consider it
a polluted bin."
To make students more aware of the importance
of the program, Warling wants to put an educational bulletin board up in the concourse. She also
wants to produce a recycling pamphlet to include in
next year's frosh kits.

Dan Dawson, the Lounge Supervisor, who oversees all activities in the bars, said that when they
have special bars set up at the Paul Martin Center
there is sometimes a mix up in elean-up. He cited
this as a possible explanation for the corks getting
in the can containers.
Wilf s goes through more glass containers because of the volume of liquor bottles, cooler bottles,
and juice bottles. The problem is "trying to keep up
with the disposal of the stuff." He said the 95 gallon
bins get filled every week.
"I think there's been some confusion over the
last couple of years, too, as the program's developed, as to whose responsibility it was to do what."
Before this year, there was only one box per bar
and so cans got put with glass. The staff had no
time to separate them. Now there are separate con-

tainers.
We have "worked closely to get that stuff up to
speed," said Dawson.
For those interested in helping with the program
or getting more information, the Environmental Coordinator's office is on the third floor of the Student
Union Building.

Environmental Coordinators Ellen Warling
and Kevin Murphy hard at work.
Photo: Tom Szeibel
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organization that will be created
later this year comprised of students from various universities in
Ontario such as the University of
Toronto and the University of
Waterloo. The board agreed to
the proposal "in principle." Unfortunately, few of the board
members understood what the
term "in principle" meant, despite
the fact that the proposal was distributed to the directors over a
week ago.
The afternoon ended on a
lighter note with the illustrious
Martin P.L. Walker taking over
as chair when Sean Taylor was
needed to make quorum. Walker
kept the meeting going at a good
rate to end things as soon as possible after the excruciating length
of the meeting up to that point.

corks."

<11 HAIRCUT

•

was made.
As well, a report was presented from the Ontario Undergraduate Students Alliance, an

She said that the bins at Wilf sand the Turret
are the most problematic. She cleaned out a 95 gallon bin from Wilf sand "it was half full and, it had
two plastic jugs, two newspapers, and probably 50

STUDENTS!
Dave's

repeatedly.
He responded that he "just
wanted to hear what the board
had to say after I had told my side
of the story" and that he would
resign if the other directors
thought he should. The board did
not take any action or make any
decision, but left it to,Chu to decide how to resolve the issue.

In other matters, the board
discussed the possibility of going
into the insurance business. A
broker presented a plan for the
Union to sell theft insurance to
students at a small profit for the
Union. The plan would be
tailored to the needs of the average student renting a residence
while at school. No commitment
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Captain Kirk quashed
A
MONTREAL (CUP)
McGill University senate advisory group has quashed a student initiative to officially name
the student centre after Star
Trek's William Shatner.
--

Last spring, students voted to
name the building after Captain
Kirk, who studied commerce at
McGill in the 19505.
Derek Drummond, director of
McGill's school of architecture

Move on

By the end of the month, five Capilano
VANCOUVER (CUP)
College students may have to find another place to live.
The students have been living on campus in their recreational
vehicles and vans, clustered in a parking lot. That, however, might
have to change within the next few weeks.
The vice-president of the college's student and instructional services sent them a letter ordering them to move out or the school will
move them.
"In the past the College has turned a blind eye to this activity,
however, an increasing number of complaints from other members of
the College Community has left us no choice but to prohibit this activity," said the letter, written by Dr. Robert Turner. "Those persons
continuing to violate this order will have their vehicles removed at
the owners [sic] risk and expense."
Student Ed Pearce has been camping on college property for nearly two years. The college administration's sudden concern for the
campers surprises him, he said. "We haven't been causing any problems, we don't make any loud noises, we're not messy at all", Pearce
said. He said the college might be cracking down because there are
five vans on campus this year as opposed to the three vans last year.
Ironically, the campers' presence has proven beneficial to the college. Because of their location, campers have been able to watch for
the occasional 4x4 trucks that tear through the property, a pain for
the college maintenance crew. They also watch for the usual vandals
and thieves that come by.
like showers and
Most of the students' day-to-day needs
are provided by the college sports complex. Cooking is
laundry
mostly done in kitchenettes contained in the campers. The college
student council is supporting the camping students.
In response to Turner's letter, the council voted unanimously to
oppose the college's decision to remove students living on campus.
"This whole problem is indicative of the plight faced by a growing
number of college and university students across the province," said
Melanie O'Neil, the student council chair. "It is cold-hearted for the
college administration to simply evict these students without addressing the financial difficulties."
There is no housing on the college campus. Unable to afford rent
and ineligible for student loans, these students have continued their
education despite the apparent difficulties of living in a van or RV.
Jacquie Best, B.C. chair of the Canadian Federation of Students
said the fact that some students are willing to live in campers in the
winter is evidence of inadequate government funding. "It clearly illustrates the kinds of conditions students are living in and that as the
cost of education rises, students are having to come up with some
very creative ways to survive."
Long term solutions to student financial woes must be addressed,
Best said.
--

-

-
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and a member of the advisory
committee said the Toponomy
Advisory Group's decision was
"cut and dried". He said the group
could only name buildings after
people who have either given the
university lots of money, or both
contributed in some other way to

the school and died.
"William Shatner's problem is
that he breathes," he said. Alex
Usher, a coordinator of the attempt to get the name changed,
said that he was "disappointed but
not exactly surprised" by the decision. "I suppose I can understand the dead part," he said.
"Otherwise the person might go
on to do something really weird."
He called the decision a defeat for

Cont. from pg. 3
slop, the other does not want their
relationship to stop, but insists on
bothering that individual. That
would be considered sexual
harassment.
Leering is also another form.
The whole point is that one feels
uncomfortable and intimidated.
Another issue that Blackmore
addressed was the fact that
statistics show that many incidents of date rape also go unreported. Can the same be said
for sexual harassment?
Blackmore's response was, "I
think most of us have grown up
with the idea of tolerating harassment, sexual or otherwise. We
have been conditioned in some
ways to accept that as part of our
academic and work life. So there
are some nice things about being
a student and there are some not
so nice things. The not nice
things are you're harassed, so we
develop ways of managing this."
Some incidents of sexual
harassment are obvious in that
there is physical assault. However, without such a clear indicator, what is used to determine
that a person's behaviour has
crossed the boundary of accept-

Required Immediately

Infertility among Canadian men is rising. As a result many young
couples could be denied the chance to have children.
If you are a male between 18 and 30 years of age, have humanitarian
instincts, and would consider being a sperm donor, write us, or phone
weekdays between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. for further information. All
inquiries are held in strictest confidence.
Suitable expense reimbursement for successful candidates is guaranteed.
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"William Shatner's

problem is that
he breathes"

students think." But he said the
grassroots support marshalled in
favour of the name-change would
ensure that students call the
building the Shatner Building

regardless of the university's decision.
McGill students voted 51 per
cent in favour of changing the
name of the building last year in a
referendum that had the largest
voter turnout for any decision in

15 years.

Monique Shebbeare, a students' council vice-president, was
mandated by a student
referendum last spring to lobby
the administration in favour of
the name change. When asked if
she thought the decision meant
she should have Shatner killed,
she said, "I don't think my
mandate goes that far."
Shatner himself could not be
reached for comment.

Date rape going unreported

Healthy Male Volunteers

on

student power at McGill.
"I find it very interesting that
McGill will allow students to
manage the building but not give
us the power to name it," said
Usher. "It shows that the university doesn't give a shit about what

ability and into sexual harassment?
Blackmore said that it is important that sexual harassment is
dealt with.
Blackmore said that "It's a
judgement call on your part My
position is that if you come to me
after one night of 'ogling' from
one individual only, I would take
you seriously and I would start
the process. I wouldn't say to
you, 'Oh, forget about it. It was
only one night'. I would never,
ever do that. If you think that it's
serious, then it's serious."
"My sense is that people don't
jump to conclusions very quickly.
They kind of let it go for a while
and then they are very sure.
That's my sense."
Another link between sexual
harassment and date rape is the
frequent involvement of alcohol.
Could intoxication possibly be
used as an excuse for sexual
harassment?
Blackmore said that, "No, it's
not an excuse, but where the 'fuzziness' comes in is in the level of
consent. I'm not sure how the
courts are dealing with this."
"If the aggressor is drunk, and
the other party is not, but man-

ages to assault the other party,
then alcohol is not an excuse. The
aggressor cannot tell the judge,
'I'm sorry. I was drunk, and I
can't remember anything'. That's
very clear."
"If the aggressor wasn't
drunk, but the other party was
drunk, then it is also no excuse to
take advantage of someone who
is drunk, said Blackmore. "So in
other words, the person who is
drunk may have been very seductive, and say, 'Come on, come
0n...'. You have the responsibility
of saying that this person isn't
aware of what they are doing, so
that is also very clear."
"As far as date rape is concerned, alcohol is involved in a
lot of situations. One of the things
that I am learning is that when
you are really doing any program
on awareness of date rape, also
include alcohol awareness as
well. Those two are fairly closely
tied together."
Rose Blackmore will talk to
any groups or individual students
that would like to know more
about the issue of sexual harassment on campus. The extension
for the Sexual Harassment Office
is 6979.
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Stangs end Vanier hopes

by

Chris Werynski

Cord Sports
Well kids, the dream is over.
The Hawks drive to repeat as
Vanier Cup champions ended in
dramatic fashion Saturday with a
34-31 loss to Western. Playing
without the Crafty One, Stephan
Ptaszek, didn't help but great
teams can overcome such things.
The loss can be attributed
mainly to two factors.
1) The Laurier running game.
The Hawks were held to a mere
66 yards rushing. The Mustang
defense could afford to key in on
a Laurier passing attack which
was without their best target.
2) Western's balance. Each
time we took a lead, those maggots would march right back immediately with a nauseating
balance of running and passing.
In the fourth quarter they could
not be stopped.
So lets talk about the game.
Things looked good early as
Laurier DB John Campbell
picked off a John Leclair pass on
the opening drive of the game.
The Hawks could not do anything
with the gift and were stuffed like
an infected nasal passage on third
and one. Western drove and
made it seven zip on a four yard
pass to Clawson.
Later in the first quarter, the
Hawks' John Campbell picked
off another brutal attempt of a
forward pass by Leclair.
In my opinion, Campbell was
the best Hawk on the field. He
intercepted Leclair twice and was
an absolute maniac making tackles and taking on blockers. How-

with just five minutes left.
The Mustangs began a methodical drive that featured many
big runs and a big forty yard
catch by Noel in a crowd of three
Hawks. It all came down to third
and goal with a minute left. A
two yard dive by DICKie gave
the Mustangs a thirty-four to
thirty-one victory. Kubas tried to
rally our Hawks late, but threw an
interception on third down to end
the season.
Despite the loss, it was an exciting season of Hawk football.
Laurier showed up in abundance
on the OUAA All Star team.
FIRST TEAM: WR Stephan

ever, Kubas threw up a duck of
his own two plays later to give
the ball back to Western.
Early in the second quarter, a
one yard plunge by Dickie made
it fourteen nothing for Western.
The Laurier offense was really
stinking to high heaven at this
point, and it took a sneaky play to
get them going.
Punter /Receiver /All round
good guy Pat O'Leary booted a
short punt, and as is allowed in
the rules, recovered his own kick.
This led to a touchdown on a
bootleg by Kubas on third down,
fourteen to seven Stangs.
John Leclair was then intercepted for the third time in the
game. At this point he was
definitely looking like feces. Dan
Tosello snared this one to set up a
Laurier FG. 14-10 at the half.
When Western kicker Frank
Jagas was about to attempt a
forty-seven yard field goal early
in the second half I laughed. Oh I
laughed hard. When the kick
went through the uprights I was
not impressed. We now trailed
seventeen to ten.
Laurier called a fake punt
shortly later and pulled it off. Pat
O'Leary (Dr.Versatility) threw up
a prayer and it was answered. A
beautifully thrown deep ball to
Brent Stucke set up a P.J. Martin
TD reception to tie the game at
seventeen.
Jagas booted another forty
yard FG to give Western a three
point lead, but we fought back
and took a twenty-four to twenty
lead after three quarters on a
quarterback sneak by Kubas. Key

Ptaszek, OL Peter Gisborn, DL's
Hugh Lawson and Reinhardt Keller, and CB Tim Bisci. SECOND
TEAM: QB Bill Kubas, OT
Glenn Ferguson, and CB Lonny

Mustangs get revenge and
upset Hawks, ending hopes
of a Vanier repeat
photo Rambo
Scharschmidt deep into Mustang
territory. Pat O'Leary then made
perhaps the catch of the year in
the end zone on a ball that was
tipped a couple of times.
O'Leary's concentration was
unbelievable at such a critical
time in the game. The Laurier
crowd went wild as we took a
thirty-one to twenty-seven lead

plays on this drive were a catch
by O'Leary and a third down run

by Brian Niemy.
Western regained control of
this see-saw early in the period on
another TD by DICKie. Western
now led twenty-seven to twentyfour. Bill Kubas was sharp on the
next drive, especially on a brilliantly thrown ball to Andrew

Taylor.
So anyway, I have to say that
the Hawks have nothing to be
ashamed of. It is very hard to
repeat as champions. It was great
to watch Ptaszek pile up yards,
see Kubas slice and dice
defenses, and witness Hugh Lawson mangle defenders. The effort
of unsung heroes like Dan
Tosello, Tom Heighway, Pat
O'Leary, and Mike Cheevers was
much appreciated as well. The
whole team deserves a big
THANK YOU.
Those demented, yet

thoroughly entertaining Hawk
mascots had an original sign at
the game, "Laurier was a Prime
Minister, Western is an Omelet."
Even though we lost, I still say
that "Western Sucks" says it all.

Strong finish for runners

by Nathan Cullen

Cord Sports

Expectations. Perhaps one of
the most difficult aspects of sport
to reconcile. They can become so
important that the game itself is
either lost or becomes of
secondary importance.
After a long and promising
season the Laurier Golden Hawks
Cross Country Team went into
the provincial finals in Toronto
with many hopes. Proudly, I can
say that many were realized.
As is the nature of an individual sport such as running, there
always exists a disparity on race
day between those who fulfill
their greatest hopes and those
who fall short. Both worked
equally hard and both fought
equally long.
As indicators of this struggle,
the team's point standings improved an astounding sixty points
from last year's total, which had
been a seventy point jump from
the 1990 season. Such "advances
•have not been equalled by any
other team in the division, and the
trend is likely to continue.
The Hawks set personal bests

for the course almost across the
board. Coaches Koenig and
Roberts were extremely pleased
with the effort put out by all, and
singled out Jeff Beech for his
clutch performance placing an astonishing 21st overall. This was
an improvement of eight places
from last year, within the very
tight, elite ranks of university
running.
Beech was supported by

the squad.

strong showings from his teammates which would once have
been uncharacteristic of a WLU
squad. Nathan Cullen placed

Andrew France, Ed House,
and Mike Donia were forced to
cheer from the sides due to injury, and were marked factors in
the team's success. This was only
a further example of the excellent
support the Cross Country runners received this year.
The team fell just short of
beating the strong Brock University squad while overpowering
the Lakehead runners and the
remnants of the Trent University
team. Although Laurier's twelfth
place might not appear to be any-

53rd, Pete Kingdon 79th, Chris
Wilson 83rd, and Randy

Zabukovec 86th to represent scoring runners. Jeff Seaby (87)
capped off his excellent first season with a strong effort and Jeff
Shortt (93) finished off an exceptionally strong season to complete

thing remarkable at first, Laurier
was able to demonstrate a new
found potential for years to come.
After the race, team members
could be heard talking about next
year's season and all the promise
that was shown in Toronto. As
has been proven throughout time,
building a true dynasty takes con-

Hawk runners finish with respect

photo Mike Donia

,

siderable sacrifice and determination from its founding members.
All team members and supporters
can walk with a great deal of
pride this week. The coming together of a strong nucleus that not
only runs well, but enjoys each
other's company as the Laurier

photo

MikeOonia

team does is indeed an unusual
situation in sports.
My apologies for any sappiness that appears in this or any of
the preceding articles. Perhaps it
serves no other purpose than to
get away from the most superficial of understandings about what
we do and why. After all, although sports should never become life, they can be an excellent means *by which to see
some aspects of our souls a little

clearer. Yea, right
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by John Lavigne
Cord Sports
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Good start for Hawks

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks hockey team is off to a
fast start with a 3-1 record after
four games.
The Hawks recorded a pair of
wins over the weekend after splitting their first two matches last
week.
They destroyed the visiting
Royal Military College squad 211 on Saturday night and followed
that up with a 5-4 decision over
Laurentian on Sunday afternoon.
Kevin McCreary paced the attack on Saturday night with five
goals. Chris George had three
goals with Mark Strohach, Mike
Dahle, John Spoltore and Craig
Boyce each adding a pair.
Bob Shelp, Kevin Greco,
Brent Selman, Tony Bella and
Derek Laberge each had single
markers for the Hawks who outshot RMC 60-12.
"We were just on our game,
everything we shot went in," said
Hawks' coach Wayne Gowing.
"Sometimes in a game like that,
the guys lose a little of their discipline but we didn't lose our
focus the entire game."
The 5-4 decision over
Laurentian was a much better test
for the Hawks. They outshot the
visitors 30-25 and held period
leads of 1-0 and 3-2.
John Spoltore fired two goals
with singles going to Don
McConnell, Kevin Greco and Jeff
Publow.
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The Hawks opened the season
with an 8-4 triumph over the
Ryerson Rams before dropping
what has been their lone loss of
the young season, a 3-2 decision
to the Queen's Golden Gaels.
In their opener Brent Selman
and Chris George led the attack
with a pair of goals apiece. John
Spoltore, Mike Dahle, Kevin
Grecco and Mark McCreary
added single markers.
In the game against Queen's
the Hawks outshot the Golden
Gaels 37-22, including a 16-7
edge in the third period but

wound up losing 3-2.

Lady Hawks hit the ice

Photo Steve Dieter

by Jim Elkins Cord Sports
Yup...that's right, the women's hockey team began the season last
Sunday. The Lady Hawks were defeated 7-2 by the St. Clements
Winter Suns. Hawk goals were scored by Rebecca Burrows and
Wendy Wallace, both in the first period of play.
The Hawks dominated the first period with two powerful forward
lines and a strong third line. In the second period, however, the Suns
managed to score twice to take a one goal lead. By the third period
fatigue began to take its toll on the Hawks as St. Clements used their
size to control the game and eventually win.
Women's hockey rules do not allow for contact (I think someone
should have told the ladies that), also the periods are 10 minutes in
duration instead of the usual 20.
Team organizer and captain Jessica Veenstra was more than
pleased with the team and believes that once they get to know each
other they will be a force to be reckoned with. The team was created
from a phys-ed 242 project last January and is now the newest team
in the South Western Ontario Women's Hockey League.
Jessica was disappointed that WLUSU could not find some
money in its budget to fund the team which has found sponsorship
throughout the community. Consequently a small budget has limited
supplies for the team and they would appreciate financial assistance
of any kind.

Hawks pepper the Laurentian net
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wins.
"I watched Brock play Guelph
and they lost in overtime. They
have a good squad. York isn't
the power they were a few years
ago but they're always tough,"
said coach Gowing.
"We're playing better and if
we don't come back with a pair
of wins it'll be a little disappointing. We're certainly capable of
winning both, but when you're on
the road, you never know."

lesson and play a little better."

Kevin McCreary and Craig
Boyce scored for the Hawks.
The games was tied 1-1 after
the first period and Queen's led
3-2 after two periods. The Hawks
pressed furiously for the equalizer
in the final stanza but failed to
capitalize on their chances.
"I was a little disappointed
with the loss," said coach Gowing
following the contest. "We had
our expectations a little higher
than that. We felt we could come
out with the two points but we
fell short. We just have to learn a
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After four straight home
games to start the season, the
Hawks now take their show on
the road. They travel to York
University to take on the Yeomen
on Thursday night and then go to
Brock on Friday night.
Coach Gowing is expecting
both contests to be tough tests for
the Hawks but is optimistic about
coming home with two more

for the first time
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Gryphons down Blues in OT

by Daryl Martinson
Cord Sports
If close games were the rule
for OUAA semi-final games this
past Halloween weekend then the
Toronto Varsity Blues and
Guelph Gryphons match was no
exception. Defense was the key
as both teams battled it out at
Varsity Stadium for a trip to the
Yates Cup at the SkyDome in
Toronto this weekend.
The Blues entered the game in
first place in the OUAA, and
needed solid play from fifth year
quarterback Eugene Buccigrossi
and running back David Richer in
order to win. Guelph, who were
fourth, had to rely on their number one rated defense and hope
that the offensive combination of
Wally Gabler and Dave Irwin
could connect.
Guelph set the tone initially
by scoring on their third drive of
the first quarter. The touchdown
was set up by a 38 yard reception
by all star receiver Dave Irwin
which placed the Gryphons on
the Blues' two yard line. Two
plays later Gabler ran the football
in for a touchdown, giving the
Gryphons an early seven point
lead
Early in the second quarter
Toronto finally got on the board
when a Guelph turnover resulted
in a successful field goal by
Toronto's Stuart Brindell. In the
second quarter U. of T. blocked a
Guelph punt giving Toronto a
chance to move within one point,
but Brindell couldn't put the ball
through the uprights on his sec-

ond field goal attempt.
Late in the second quarter
Toronto had another chance to
capitalize on great field position
but once again came up short. On
this play Toronto was on
Guelph's one yard line when they
fumbled the ball on the snap and
couldn't recover.
On Guelph's first possession of
the second half they faked a punt
resulting in a twenty-one yard
gain putting Guelph deep into
Toronto's territory. Gabler, however, fumbled the ball after taking
a big hit during subsequent play.
This caused yet another Guelph

twenty-one.

The Gryphons made their way
to their forty yard line where an
under-thrown pass by Gabler intended for Irwin was picked off
by Toronto.
The Blues could not take advantage of the interception and
had to punt the ball back to
Guelph. On third down with only
1:10 remaining Guelph came up
with the play they needed. Gabler
tossed the ball up and Irwin
hauled it down for a big gain.
Gabler, after successfully
completing a series of passes, put
Guelph within twenty yards. Now
Guelph's season was lying on the
shoulders of their kicker Dan
Walker. Walker, who had ended
Guelph's season with a missed
field goal in his freshman year,
was looking to redeem himself.

turnover.
It was at this time that Buccigrossi started to come alive,
proving why he could be the best

player in the OUAA. He
scrambled from one sideline to
the other and then back again before unleashing a cannon connecting with wide open Jason
Roe for a forty yard gain. This
play set up a fifteen yard touchdown pass through the middle to
Roe, proving the turnover costly
for Guelph. By the end of the
third quarter Toronto was leading
the Gryphons 10-7.
Although both teams came
close, Toronto had the best
chance to put the game away as
they worked their way to
Guelph's twenty seven yard line.
After two incomplete passes by
Buccigrossi, Toronto failed to
make the field goal for the second
time in as many chances. The
kick, which was wide, was
returned by Guelph to their own

He made no mistake about it,
tying the game at ten points
apiece, sending the game into

overtime for the first time in
OUAA playoff history.
Toronto won the coin toss and
chose to receive the ball first.
Toronto rushed up the field to the
Guelph forty-four. Buccigrossi
then sent the ball deep only to
have it intercepted well into
Guelph territory.
Guelph didn't get very far before punting the ball back into
Toronto's possession. After completing a pass for nine and surging forward for the first down,
Toronto executed a reverse for a
thirty three yard touchdown putting Toronto on top again 17-10.
Later in the half, Toronto, un-

MWmmSßß&iSi^
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able to come up with any offense,
was forced to punt deep in their
own end. The subsequent
shanked punt for only eight yards
gave Guelph excellent field position. After rushing the ball close
to the end zone Gabler handed off
to Kyle Walters, who went up
and over a T.D. deadlocking the

game again.
Toronto now kicked off to
Guelph to start the second half of
overtime. Starting from his own
twenty-five yard line Walters
made an incredible eighty yard
run for a touchdown on the first
Guelph play of the second half.
Prior to this run Guelph's longest
play from scrimmage this season
was only fifty-four yards. Guelph
now regained the lead 24-17.
Toronto needed another

touchdown, but were without the
help of their star quarterback who
left the game due to an injury.

Marcus Bokelman tried to
rush up field for Toronto but
fumbled the ball. It was recovered
by Guelph's Darryl Boyd, and
this turnover resulted in another
one play touchdown drive by
Guelph. Gabler lofted a superb
pass into the air. Receiver Dave
Irwin had only to wait for the ball
to fall straight down into his
hands, all but sealing the Univer-

sity of Toronto Varsity Blues'
1992 fate.
Guelph upsetting Toronto 31-17
will need to be followed by another upset this weekend against
Western at the Yates Cup if
Guelph is to proceed to the Churchill Bowl.

Track team initiated
by Nathan Cullen
Cord Sports
As a direct result of the recent success experienced by this years
running program. Laurier will once again initiate a track team.
This will appear this season only at the club level but will participate in OUAA sanctioned meets around the province.
The club will not be restricted to distance runners as sprinters are
eagerly encouraged to come out. As a sign of good things to come,
women are also welcome to come out to the practices.
The level of runner will range from the hardened track enthusiast
looking for a serious training program to the occasional runner looking to improve speed or simply overall fitness.
Workouts will be diverse including weekly trips to Toronto to run
on the indoor tracks and practicing at various indoor facilities in and
around the K-W area.
The first team meeting will be held on November ninth in room
2C7 at 4:30. All are welcome and encouraged to come and see what
the Laurier Track Club can offer them.
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Men on Sports: Patrick
Legend" Stastny is their number
one centre. Stastny was one of the
most dominating players of the
eighties, but, sadly, can't compete
with the likes of Lemieux, Messier and Lindros.

by Jim Lowe
Dave Liptrott

Brian D. Gear
Cord Sports
&

'The Roofer' Brian Gear joins
"Men on Sport" this week, replacing Dave Liptrott, who is recovering from career-ending injuries
suffered during the World
Tiddlywink championships.
We conclude our N.H.L. journey with a look at the Patrick
Division. Once considered the
league's poor sister, the division
is now home to many of the
league's top teams, and its most
dominating players.

NEW YORK ISLANDERS (34-

35-11)
The Isles are a perfect example of an up and coming team.
Somehow, they managed to trade
away their two best players, and
come out ahead. 'The Tinman'
Pierre Turgeon, has exceptional
skills and, when he bothers to
play, raises the performance of
his teammates.
Tom Kurvers continues to
surprise people with good results,
and Derek King is developing
into a consistently good forward.
In any other division, this team
would be guaranteed a playoff
spot, but it will take a lot of work
to compete in the Patrick.
NEW YORK RANGERS (50-255)

NEW JERSEY DEVILS (38-3111)

For the past several years, the
former Christmas trees have been
a team that has threatened to do
well, only to disappoint. Scott
Stevens leads one of the league's
best defences, but Chris "TBone" Terreri has failed to live
up to his potential and backup
Craig Billington is better suited to
cleaning toilets than playing net.
John Maclean and Stephane
Richer have the talent to score fifty goals, but Peter "The Living

live

V

37-11)
Unless you're as out of touch
with the world as George Bush,
youjve already heard about 'the
trade'. The 'Crazy Eights' line is'
going to wreak havoc on the
entire league and, barring a bad
case of shingles, Eric Lindros
should win the Calder trophy.
Defence, however, will be a
foreign concept to this team.
Their goaltending is the worst
this side of Tampa Bay and there
is little hope for it to improve.
Lindros will have a big impact,
though, and divisional rivals
won't relish the thought of skating into the Spectrum.

It will be interesting to see
how the Rangers, last year's top
team will fare in the light of their
early playoff exit and the bungled

PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (3932-9)
Remember two years ago,

Lindros trade over the summer.
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OPEN SUNDAY 10-5
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Relations between Captain
Video and superstar Mark Messier are strained, and the players
who nearly found themselves flying the Fleur de Lis must be
wondering where they fit in the
team's future. This team is incredibly talented, but high expectations might cause headaches
at Madison Square Garden.
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every member of the team
deserves congratulations...Don't

be surprised if the Jays leave Jack
Morris and Kelly Gruber unprotected in the expansion draft,
for financial reasons...Gil Stien is
destroying the greatest game in
the world...Let's hope that the
two Laurier yellow chicken mascots have been fixed, the thought
of them multiplying is horrific...Dave Winfield will be back
with the Jays next season but, unfortunately, Candy Maldonado
won't...Paul Tracy will be considered among the world's best Indycar drivers next year...The
battle of the belts between
heavyweight champ Brett Hart
and new IC champ Sean Michaels
will feature some great
rasslin'...Not only is Pavel Bure's
"guarantee" of a fifty goal season
arrogant, it won't come true...
WE PREDICT IT:
AH 1) New York Rangers
2) Pittsburgh Penguins
3) New Jersey Devils
4) Philadelphia Flyers
5) New York Islanders
6) Washington Capitals
BG 1) Pittsburgh Penguins
2) New York Rangers
3) Washington Capitals
4) New Jersey Devils
5) Philadelphia Flyers
6) New York Islanders
JL 1) Pittsburgh Penguins
2) New Jersey Devils
3) New York Rangers
4) New York Islanders
5) Washington Capitals
6) Philadelphia Flyers

THL season begins

by Morgan Goodwill Cord Sports
Another season is officially underway, as at least half a dozen
crazy fans came out to the opening ceremonies. The first games of the
season saw Detroit up against Ottawa and Quebec play Toronto. Detroit and Ottawa skated to a 3-3 tie in a tight checking game with few
offensive highlights. Detroit's #13 collected two goals while Ottawa
snipers Brad Carnegie, Alan Avery and Tim Shelgrove each potted a
goal.
Brent Ryan led Quebec scorers with two, in a 6-2 victory over the
rookie team Toronto. Jamie Lanoue of Quebec racked up a goal and
two assists while Tyler Seaman of Toronto scored a pretty goal set up
by Rob McGowan.
The other four teams were in action on Thursday the twentysecond to start their seasons. Edmonton and Calgary started the evening. Rookie sensation Sean Hodges proved his value in setting up
two of Edmonton's three goals in a 7-3 defeat. Top scorers for Calgary were Greg Rickwood with a goal and four assists, the sensational Kevin Sabourin with a goal and two assists, and Bill Gourley
with a goal and an assist.
The late game saw the defending champions, Montreal, get off te
a strong start in the first period against Vancouver. Goals were scored
by Larry Lamanna and A. Labelle while Kevin Watts added the
eventual game winner in the second period. Vancouver fought back
with a rally started by Paul Mammoliti in the third period. The comeback fell short, as the buzzer sounded just before the puck trickled
past net minder Mark O'Connor, final score Montreal 3, Vancouver
-
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when the Trendy Pens ousted the
Stars to win the cup? At that time,
most skeptics called the victory a
fluke, and a slow start last season
seemed to confirm such opinions.
When it came down to the wire,
this team seemed to have the
ability to destroy their opponents
at will.
If Lemieux stays healthy,
he'll challenge Wayne Gretzky's
scoring records. The defence is
steady, if not spectacular and
Tom 'Bareasshole' has shaken his
choker image for good. It will be
next to impossible to stop this
team when they feel like winning.
WASHINGTON CAPITALS
(45-27-8)
Washington, the league's secacond best team last year,
tually get lost in the Patrick Division horse race. The Caps have a
lot of good players, but none of
their forwards are genuine stars.
Kevin Hatcher and A 1 'I'm
Afraidy' provide a great one-two
punch at the blueline, but can't
carry the offensive load as well.
It's difficult to understand
why Dino "Flash" Ciccarelli was
traded away for Kevin Miller. He
should have fetched a higher
price. The wheels aren't about to
fall off of this team, but a postseason berth cannot be considered
a certainty.
SHORT NOTES: The football
Hawks gave us another great year
and fought hard until the very
end. It's too bad that Western will
be in the Dome this Saturday, but
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On Sunday the twenty-fifth Detroit and Toronto faced off, together
both looking for their first win of the season. Detroit dominated the
game eventually winning 8-2. Top scorers in the game were Morgan
Goodwill with a goal and three assists, Mark Burton two goals and
one assist, and Mike Ponic one goal and one assist
Calgary and Ottawa were set to play, however, Calgary's goalie
didn't show up for the second week in a row. Unable to find a replacement, Calgary was forced to put a defenceman between the
pipes, putting them at a severe disadvantage. Calgary played a strong
e
defensive game, but the game ended in an Ottawa pasting of
point
goalieless Calgary squad. Ottawa's Mike Stalic had a three
Gourley
night and Steve Hong scored a goal and an assist, while Bill
had a strong game for Calgary.
strong
Last Thursday Vancouver defeated Montreal 8-4 thanks to
performances by Paul Mammoliti with a goal and three assists an
Jody Loewen who scored two goals.
or
Quebec defeated Montreal by a 6-2 score in the second game
the night. Jamie Lanoue had a strong game scoring two goals for
Quebec.
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Iron Hawk is Q and A
In What order should I work my

ways had trouble with.
Do steroids work?
I'll be going more into detail on
the steroid controversy later but
the short answer is yes they do, at
a cost. The cost is financial,
physical, emotional and sometimes the cost is high.
Do supplements work?
Supplements are simply food.

body parts?
I am an advocate of instinctual
training. The other method I use
sometimes is the push/pull method, that is to say do a push muscle like chest, then a pull muscle
like a back. This is the only way
I've found to fully exhaust my
back, a muscle group that I've al-

Iron Hawk
by fraser kirby

Paul Tibbel
Cord Sports
&

I've been assaulted with some
questions over the past couple
weeks and I thought I'd answer
them this week.
What kind of sit-up s are best?
The best way to work your abs is
to break down your work-out into
three sections. Upper abs which
can be worked easily with crunches and roman or inverted sit
ups, lower abs which respond to
leg lifts and obliques which are
hit with trunk rotations and
roman chair sit ups.
How many times a week should I
work out?
The answer depends on your
schedule, your goals and your
level of fitness. I recommend at
least three times a week, but work
out at what ever pace works for

by Ted Smith
Cord Sports
Next weekend the OUAA
rugby championships will be held
at McMaster University, and for
the first time since 1989 Laurier
will be there. Despite the varsity
record of two wins and four
losses, the club team went on a
rampage and recorded a perfect
six wins and no losses. They have
not allowed a try against since the
second game, and have crushed
every team that has stepped on
the field with them.
Unfortunately, the final will
be against Queen's who have
maintained a top notch team for
several years and will be sure to
put up a good fight.
Although it sounds like the
season has been easy, it was far
from that. After the first game the
new coach had a run in with a
couple of players and has not
been seen or heard from since. A
couple of players were lost to injuries and some did not meet

aerobic capacity is high. Many
body builders recommend stairs
because they are a good aerobic
exercise and a good muscular
endurance exercise as well.

eligibility requirements. An undefeated season did not seem to
be a likely possibility
but it
—

■

runt.

happened.
The rugby team would like to
invite anyone interested to come

out this Saturday to watch the
Hawks destroy the little men

named the Gaels.

photo Jim Elkins
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CHINESE BUFFET

A Real Chinese Buffet!
■

How do I get rid of my gut?
This question gets asked quite
frequently and there is no short
answer. Sit ups won't do it alone.
Diet and rigorous aerobics are

Rugby Hawks grab playoff birth

DRAGON PALACE
&

needed to lose fat safely and effectively. More on this in later
columns.
That's all this week. Congrats to
the football Hawks on a winning
season keep your championship
attitude alive and you never really
lose. Congrats to homeboy Lennox, not bad for a skinny little

Rugby Hawks make it to OUAA finals

you.
If I'm trying to gain mass, what
about my aerobic work-out?
It is often said that weight gain
and aerobic training are in conflict. I have never been convinced
of that. Muscles respond better
when your lung capacity and your

SZECHUAN

They are vitamin or protein supplements to your diet and often
expensive ones. Be wary of the
claims made about them.

50 ft. of fabulous food
Over 50 hot & cold items
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DRAGON PALACE
SZECHUAN & CHINESE BUFFET
Satisfaction Guaranteed

BUSINESS HOURS: Monday-Thursday & Sunday -11:30 a.m. -10 p.m., Friday & Saturday 11:30 a.m.-12 midnight.
DRAGON PALACE is also located at 117 Charing Cross St., Brantford

Fresh and Surplus
Bakery Products

Store Hours:

Monday -Friday 9:00-6:00

223 Weber St. N.
Waterloo
Phone 725-2750
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Soccer Hawks in final

by Eddy Hadjur
Cord Sports
The past weekend, saw the
Laurier men's soccer Hawks end
up on top of the Guelph
Gryphons 1-0, in a OUAA West
division final game.
This game was significant in
that, it pushes the Hawks into the
West division final for the first
time in over five years. Also, it
was a victory over a team, in
which Laurier has been unable to
defeat this year.
The Hawks played with a
great deal of emotion, as opposed
to utilizing their skill. The game
was sloppy (especially in the first
half), were it was evident both
teams were nervous. The players
poor first touch on the ball created chances for both teams, and
raised the tension of the game.
The Gryphons had nothing to
lose. They were guarantied a spot
in the National Championships
because they were the host
school. However, the intensity of
the game, only underlined the
desire of both teams to pull away
victorious.
The sloppy play of both teams
was indicative of Guelph's style
of soccer. The Gryphons did not
let Laurier settle the game down,
and as a result, counter-attacks
were constant.

The first half was a nightmare
for the fullbacks of both teams.
Poor first touches, added to the
inability to clear the ball out of
the danger area (the 18-yard box),
created many opportunities. It

was either the goal posts or the
great saves of the goalies which
kept the game scoreless at the

half.
During the second half,
Laurier's mid-field tried to slow
down the tempo of the game.
This allowed for some production
through the middle of the field.
However, Laurier could not
score, despite the constant pressure on the Guelph goal.
Then, at the 56th minute

ahead 1-0.
Fredie Temporao's 'shot of
the year', lifted the emotion of
the Hawks to continue the pressure. Gord Watson's bullet drive
on full time, was indicative of the
second half. Laurier slowed down
the tempo, and created chances.
After, Fredie Temporao
summed up the game, as a "rugby
match". It was hard for Laurier to
produce its style of play in this
kind of atmosphere. "Little

Hawks beat Guelph to make the West Division final photo Eda DlLiso
mark, Fredie Temporao un-

leashed a rocket shot from 30

yards out, which forced the
Gryphon goalie to come up with a
fantastic save. However, the
rebound was put away from a
charging Jandre Semren, who
jumped on the loose ball in the
six-yard box with the goalie out
of position to put the Hawks

spurts, it was hard to string passes
together, two or three, at the

most", said Gord Watson.
But, who cares, after all, the
men's soccer team is off to the
OUAA division finals on Wednesday, Nov. 4, at Seagram's
Stadium vs. McMaster. As it
turns out, if (when) the Hawks
win, the OUAA finals will be

Hawks spike Lancers

by Lori Sullivan Cord Sports
The women's volleyball team defeated the highly rated Windsor Lancers three
games to two last Wednesday evening. The tough match was a crowd pleaser with each
side showing no signs of giving up. The Lancers were definitely surprised by Laurier's
defence and use of quick offensive attacks. The large amount of tournament play that
Laurier has been facing, is certainly paying off.
The Ladyhawks have been experiencing several injuries, however, the incoming
rookies played with a lot of heart and the game was won with only two veterans on the
floor at any one time. Coach Cookie Leach is very excited about the win. She believes
that the young team has a definite shot at making the playoffs.

played at Laurier this Saturday.
Laurier played with a lot of
emotion and adrenalin. Special
notification should go out to the
Hawk fullbacks: Paul Miatello,
Gord Watson, Steve Antolcic,
and Walter Booth. Their com-

helped insure the win.
However, congratulations to the
entire team, coaches and of
course the trainers: Gloria, Caroline, and Monique.
posure

Good luck Hawks!!!!!!

Guy Volley Hawks

off to a good start

by Paul Gray
Cord Sports
Step one accomplished, the Volley-Hawks defeated the Windsor
Lancers 3-1 last Wednesday. After leading the first game 9-2 the
men's squad fell back to reality and lost 15-13. Assistant coach Greg
Tennyson credited this loss to a simple case of the jitters. "For a lot of
them it was their first league game at the university level."
The second game saw our Hawks take an early lead of 13-4 to win
15-13. The third game was a much closer contest through most of the
game, with the good guys pulling out a 15-10 victory. The team
played with a little bit of extra incentive in the final game and
destroyed the lowly Lancers 15-4. "They played flawlessly, the way
that they know how to play," commented Greg.
The game was highlighted by Sinisha Dordevic, leading the team
with 21 kills, and Chris Borden with 19 kills of his own. Also starring
in the "Lancing of Windsor" were Todd Doherty, who set a perfect
game, and Greg Bell, with his flawless passing. It is also impossible
not to mention team captain Jason Koskela, the silent leader, with 12
kills to his name, who also came up with some key blocks at critical
points in the game.
The guys play their net two matches at home. The first, the home
opener, against die Waterloo Warriors this Friday. The next against
McMaster on Wednesday November 11. Isn't it time that you (Yes
you the one reading this article!) come out and see exactly what all
this noise coming from the confines of the AC is all about. Come on
out Friday night and see our men cure the Black Plague.
Oh and this just in, the results from the team's Fishing Trip.
Dave Cote caught the biggest (not to mention the only) fish, and team
captain Jason Koskela, displaying his superior fishing ability, had the
longest cast of the day! Way to go Jason!
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Hawk of the Week
Jeff Beech Cross
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Factory Outlet

Country

50% off

This North York native was Laurier's best runner this year as he placed 21st at the
championships in Toronto on the weekend. This is an exceptionally good finish to a
great year for this third year Phys. Ed. student.
Lori Sullivan Volleyball
This fourth year Business student had an outstanding match vs Windsor as her
leadership, defence, and setting was a major factor in the Hawks win. Her stats included
ten digs, two aces, and one block. Lori is also the team co-captain
-

Name Brand
Clothing!

CHECK OUT
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WIMTG NIGHT
ON MONDAY

All JEANS $19.99
We Sell Factory Seconds, Samples and Clearances!
■

Hollywood "Santana "InWear ■ Matinique "Jump "Deluxe
■ Britches ■ Angelique ■ Powerline ■ Barrage ■ American

34 King Street North, Waterloo
(Between Erb and Bridgeport)

Back to School Daze... at Morty's.

885-3590
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JENNIFER O'CONNELL
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AC/DC

LIVE!

Kitchener's Centre in the Square begins it's run of
Phantom of the Opera tonight. The show runs until
November 29.

I:

Mudhoney and Eugenius (formerly Captain America) play the Spectrum on Friday.
The Leslie Spit Treeo are at the Commercial
Tavern in Maryhill on the seventh.

Industrialists Meat Beat Manifesto are at the
Opera House on November twelfth.
Pat Metheny comes to Massey Hall on N0v.16.
I

The U of W Drama department presents Euripides'
The Bacchae at the Theatre of the Arts from
Nov.lB to 21.

Warrior Soul plays the Spectrum on the twentieth.

Jackstraw, brought to you by Laurier's Merry
Pranksters, play Wilf s on N0v.20.
England's The Levellers are at the Opera House
on N0v.21.
.

tyfourth of November.
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10,000 Maniacs are

mice, men,
Malkovich

at Massey Hall on the twen•

Brit sensation PJ Harvey and Ex-Bauhaus/Love &
Rocket guy David J play the Opera House on the
twentyninth.

Ex-Stone Ronnie Wood slides into the Concert Hall
on N0v.30.

When I hear that a band is
putting out a live album, I am always somewhat skeptical. Often
the band isn't as tight knit live as
the studio versions of their songs
imply, and in a lot of cases the
sound quality is poor.
Thus when AC/DC decided to
put a live recording out, I was
very curious as to how it would
sound. The vocals of Brian
Johnson are already raspy to say
the least, so how would they
sound without the aid of a high
quality studio?
It turns out that AC/DC Live
is a top notch recording in almost
every respect. The band's second
live album, (the first one being If
You Want Blood), is a double CD
set. However, there is also a
single CD available, which contains only the essential AC/DC
classics.
The two CD collection contains all of the songs
that a fan could want to hear live. There are the
more popular songs that everyone knows, such as
"You Shook Me All Night Long", "Back in Black"
and "Highway to Hell", but there are also a host of
songs that do not get a lot of radio play like "Sin
City", "Let There Be Rock" and "Whole Lotta
Rosie".
The double CD also contains some collectors
items such as an AC/DC dollar bill which was featured in their song "Money Talks" while on the
Razor's Edge tour, and a poster of some live shots.
Every song is very well done. There is very
little distortion in the music, and to my surprise, the
vocals aren't bad either. Brian's vocals are as
strong as on the studio albums. The tempo has been

sped up for the majority of the songs, and as a
result the tracks sound crisp and are very catchy.
One thing to mention is that this album is a
recordiing of a concert and with every AC/DC concert comes Angus Young and his blazing guitar
solos. Angus struts his stuff on a few songs on the
album as there are guitar solos featured on such
tracks as "Jailbreak" and "Let There Be Rock".
AC/DC Live is full of energy. Every song from
the set opener "Thunderstruck" to the cannon firing
closer "For Those About To Rock" is power

packed.
This is definitely an album that must be played
at a volume level of ten. With the coming of this
live album, AC/DC is proving that they are a 70's
band that can still kick some ass.

River

rages

And so you know: The Sons of Freedom are now
opening for The Hip at their two Massey Hall
shows on Nov.lB & 19. Helmet and Sepultura are
opening for Ministry Dec.l. Rumour is Mary's
Danish and Darling Buds are playing in T.O. on
November 28. Jesus Lizard, Opera House, Dec.l 1.
The new Stone Roses album that's out right now is
actually a collection of b-sides and rarities. An album of new stuff is due out soon enough. UW
Theatre is holding casting calls for Dickens' A
Christmas Carol today and tomorrow, for info call
885-1211 x2126. Oh yeah, Jesus built my hotrod.

by Bryan Kruuk

r- Recommended

—

by Dave Guerin

The movie The Lover,
which opened on October
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between an older man
an
adolescent girl in Inand
dochina. The star-crossed
'overs are played by Tony
Leung and the stunning,
starbound Jane March. The
nineteen year old March
s* ots
an impressive performance in her acting
debut. It has been called "intelligent", "sizzling" and

Overheard —i

"Boning, being one of my favourite pastimes, has
become a Russian roulette of the '90s."

Head Skid, Sebastian Bach on his recent decision to get married.
•
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A River Runs Through It is a simple, stunning
and moving film adaptation of the Norman Maclean
novella. With top-notch acting, cinematography and
direction, this film restored my faith in Hollywood's ability to produce anything even close to

—

*?***&

-

;

Director Robert Redford's warm voice narrates
this story about the exploits of two brothers,
Norman and Paul Maclean, in 1920s Montana. The
sons of a Presbyterian minister, the pair must deal
with coming of age in a world quickly changing
around them. The family unit is caring but often
strained, except for the moments spent fly-fishing
on the nearby river. It is this river that equalizes the
men and allows them to truly love each other. However, the calmness and peace enjoyed at the water's
edge cannot last.
The relationship between the two brothers is
characterized by playfulness, competition and sorrow. Paul, though talented and popular, is paralyzed
by insecurity and jealousy. This leads him into a
tragic journey into alcoholism, gambling and
despair. Norman must continually hold up his
struggling brother and eventually must sacrifice his
dreams because of him.
This film struck a chord deep within me, as it
dealt with topics and emotions very relevant to me
at this point of my life. The transition between
adolescence and manhood, as well as coming to
terms with one's father, is especially pertinent to
me right now. Male bonding is a critical element of
this film, which may or may not be lost on a female
audience. Also, I have experienced the frustration
and pain of watching a close friend stumble in a

downward spiral of self-destruction. For anyone
who has had a similar experience, this film will be
very touching and cathartic.
All the actors put forth stunningly believable
and moving performances. The two leads bring
subtlety and humour to their material. Brad Pitt (the
young stud from Thelma and Louise) brings his
troubled and hilarious character to life. Craig Shef(cont. on pg. 23)
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Shriek(comes)back
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WHAT'S ON
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and should you care?
by

by Steve Hodgson
Frederick
Remember that here they play second
run movies, for $4.00 everyday, and
$2.00 on Tuesdays.

Barry
Andrews was
already on the
leading edge of

alternative
music as one of
the original
members of
British popsters
XTC. Andrews
continued to
exercise his innovative musical style with
the formation
of College
radio darlings
Shriekback.
Shriekback's loyal
but sm?ll following enjoyed
the band's wellcrafted albums
throughout the
80's, but were ultimately disappointed with Shriekback's
break-up a couple of years ago.
However, fans of the band will be
gratified to see original members
Dave Allen and Martyn Barker
collaborating with Andrews once
again on their seventh album
Sacred City.
Shriekback's latest release is a
concept album about those myths
and phenomena which are common to cities in general. Not any
city in particular, although
London crops up a lot.

$

$$

$$

fucked...paid and blessed...on the
alters of their own success",
snarls Andrews over the electroglaze of the dance mix. Songs
like "Hymn to the Local Gods"
("Whatever happened to the local
Gods?...What are their
names?...Where do they live
now?") and "Every Force Evolves
a Form" ("Every impulse ends up
as something you can hang your
hat on...Every dream turns into
something on a T-shirt"), bristle
with psychedelic atmospherics.
Andrews has also made a
movie as a companion piece to
this album which takes you further into the ratruns and gunwales
of Shriekback's sacred city.

Side One includes Sacred
City's first single "The Bastard
Sons of Enoch". "They all get

Lucie Zima

Odeon on Highland
Night and the City
Robert DeNiro goes from an am
bulance chaser to boxing promoter
in-of all places-New York. Great
Big Apple movie but that's about it.

$$

Hero at 7pm

Dustin Hoffman, Geena Davis
"Should'a watched Wapner;
wouldn't'a made a mistake.
Single White Female at 9pm
Bridget Fonda, Jennifer Jason Leigh.
Get a male roomate or none at all.
Sneakers at 7 and 9:15
Robert Redford a computer genius
O-K-A-Y. Good concept to start off
a funny movie.

King's College
$$ School Ties at 7 and 9
Brendan Fraser--a babe, movie
MUST be good
1492 at 7:05 and 9 something

$$

?

Fairway all between 7 and 7:15, and
9:30 and 9:45
$
Mr. Baseball
Magnum, stick to Hawaii
? Candy Man
Candyman, Candy-man, Can-dy
man. Huhh??
$$ Last
of the Mohicans
Daniel Day-Lewis and Madeleine
Stowe making love not war.
$
Dr. Giggles
Bennie has lost it. L.A. better be
ware if he becomes the new litigator.
It could help their storyline though.
$$$A River Runs through it
Two brothers bond through fly-fishing
excursions maybe they should try
chocolate cake like chics do?!?

?

Another "Chris Columbus" idea, but
better than a history lesson any day
Of Mice and Men at 7:15 and 9:45
Forget about buying Coles notes,
this is the "semi"-real literary classic
by John Steinbeck
Consenting Adults at 7 and around
9:45
Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio gets
"swapped" by Kevin Kline

Waterloo Theatre
$$$ Glengarry Glen Ross
Jack Lemmon, A 1 Pacino, Alan
Arkin and Ed Harris lead off an
amazing cast and movie

Princess Cinema
Check flyer as the listing is different
every day, but I highly recommend:
Antonia and /ane-playing until Nov 8
a story about two women who are
"oldest" friends, and most definitely
not best friends. $$$
Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me-the
late show on Nov 7 is SURE to put
you to sleep...right.. $
Singles is playing Nov 7 too if you
haven't seen it yet and lasdy, Wind
plays Nov 12, and is a breathtaking,
fast paced look at the challenge in
pursuing the America's Cup.

Capitol
?
Mighty Ducks at 7 and 9:10
Mr. Paula Abdul, and some little
quacks on ice
$$ Under Seige at 7:10 and 9:30
Steven Seagal and the babe from
Baywatch get shipwrecked, or no
wreck ships.
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Malkovich turns Mice to Men
by Jennifer Epps
A teenager in a black leather
jacket stood up during the credits
for the new Of Mice and Men
and exclaimed to his female companion: "That was just sad, eh?
I've never seen a movie with a
less happy ending in my entire
life." You said it, pal.
It was a decade ago that I read
John Steinbeck's Depression-era
novel, but its images stayed with
me: I couldn't shake off the
decrepit dog, the possessive husband, that black glove, those rabbits.
Films like Rain Man and
Awakenings have tried to get
back the feeling of Steinbeck's
seamless story, but he came at it
with such conviction, such
sustained passion, that the imitators don't stand a chance.
George and Lennie are immortal
characters, and Of Mice and
Men is the kind of book that becomes a part of you.
Director Gary Sinise starred
in the Broadway play based on
Steinbeck's The Grapes of
Wrath, and he was George to
John Malkovich's stage Lennie.

Sinise has an affinity for this
rustic California squalor, and he
and Malkovich, buddies since
their Steppenwolf Theater days,
are a perfect fit.
Malkovich usually specializes in intelligent eccentrics, but

the way he approaches the mentally challenged Lennie is just as
brainy. His hands are always fingering his clothing, protectively;
this is a character who comforts
himself, grounds himself, through
touch. Malkovich keeps surpris-

ing you with unconscious movements, and you may never have
heard anything as unearthly as the
sound Lennie warbles to his
cherished puppy. Lennie fascinates us because Malkovich
shows us just how much is going
on beneath the surface.
Without ever striking a false
note, Sinise guides us through up
and down emotions. Near the beginning of the film, Lennie is carrying a dead mouse in his pocket
so he can pat it as he walks along.
His friend and unofficial guardian, George, throws it away.
We're chuckling, but within seconds we grasp the poignancy of
the scene. The introspective,
sensitive George is a challenging
role--he doesn't have the words
to express half the turmoil inherent in caring for this trusting,
helpless man. Sinise handles it all
with a quiet swallow or a blink.
Even though this is only the
second film Sinise has directed,
he doesn't grab for attention. He
tells the tale crisply and honestly;
he lets the material do its work,
and concentrates instead on his
performers.
The casting is beautiful: Ray
Walston as the old man, Candy;
Casey Siemaszko as the pugnacious Curly; square-jawed John
Terry as the quintessential cowboy, the laconic Slim. (In this
world, almost everyone goes by a
descriptive name--the hunch-

dear

backed stable boy is "Crook," one
of the dogs is "Smiley.")
Steinbeck neglected to give
Curly's wife a name, but the
chauvinism of her portrait has
been diluted for this, the third
filming of the novel. Sherilyn
Fenn plays her as a flirt but not a
slut; she has childish needs and
dreams because Curly has never
allowed her to develop as a person.

Sinise's stage background
does not prevent him from having
a cinematic sense. He holds a
shot or cuts away at just the right
spot. He even knows where to put
the silences. (When Lennie finally gets into trouble again, Candy
comes over to George and stands
in front of him.)
Other moments are less crystalline. Curly's power is allowed
to trickle away, making it hard
for us to believe he could incite a
lynch mob. And Sinise's performance is so understated that
by the time we get to that saddest
ending ever, he has retreated so
far he's almost unreachable.
Never mind. Horton Foote's
screenplay adaptation captures
the harshness and cruelty in
Steinbeck's panorama. The tone
is never gooey. It's not a buttonpushing tearjerker; it's a lament.
Of Mice and Men laments the
bravery required to love something.

Ouija

Dear Ouija,
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to CASEY'S
check out our

I have a problem that just won't go away. Something happens to me
every once in a while that I have absolutely no control over. I get
spontaneous erections. It doesn't matter what I'm doing. I could be knitting
with my grandmother and something just takes over me. Please Ouija help
me fight this horrible, embarrassing medical condition.
Sincerely,
Long John

Dear Long John,
Perhaps you should see a medical doctor about your condition. If thai
doesn't work maybe you could walk around with one of those cold packs
down your pants.
Yours till the ice melts,
Ouija.
Dear Ouija,
Something has been bothering me lately and I think that the omniscient
one is the only one who will understand. During the summer, I had a drunken
"encounter" with a guy I'll call "Paul". Now I see him at school and he
pretends he doesn't even know who I am. I don't do this sort of thing often,
and my sense of self has been shattered. Men aren't all losers are they?
So tell me omniscient one: Do you know how to operate a large-calibre

handgun?
Yours Truly,
Trigger
P.S.
He didn't bother to wear a condom.

jßSjt
j-| "We don't roast
ißyffffßiri
HAWKS, just

CHICKENS"

Dear Trigger,
While murder may not necessarily be the answer I would suggest getting
tested for social diseases would. It does not matter if you know a person well
or not there are many different infections you can catch from having sex. It
never hurts to see your doctor if you have had any sexual contact with someone without using a latex condom or dental damAs for this man's attitude toward you..lt is very disheartening to hear
that someone is ignoring you after you became physically intimate with him.
Every person will act differently after having a brief encounter and perhaps
he is dealing with it in his own way. Unfortunately, his attitude is having an
impact on your emotions. You may want to talk about this with a counselor at
Counseling Services or with the Peer Help line (884-PEER). If you are having difficulty with the situation you may need some extra support.
Only you can take action to regain and rebuild your self esteem.
Go Figger, Trigger,

Ouija.
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die, eighties, die!

by Andrew Duncan
One might buy a Ronnie
Wood album based on who he is;
he's a Rolling Stone!
How could you go wrong
with an album by a member of
the "Greatest Rock and Roll Band
in the World"?! Besides that, his
other credits include work with
The Faces and sessions, tours
and guest appearances with almost everyone who matters in
rock and blues.
The key here is that Wood is,
for the most part, a session
musician. He has gained recognition for his slide playing and versatility, but a listen
to this album confirms that Wood has been influenced a lot more than he's been influential. The
sound of The Stones is here, but without the
creativity of the Jagger-Richards songwriting team.
What Wood and his writing partner/producer
Bernard Fowler leave us with is a weak excuse for
an album and the realization that Ronnie may in
fact be the Ringo Starr of The Stones.
Guest appearances from Charlie Watts, The
Edge, Def Leppard's Joe Elliot and Hothouse
Flowers are scattered throughout the album. Fans
of these people shouldn't buy it with hopes of hearing their hero since their talents get lost in the
boring, overpowering drone of Wood's songs.
Slide on This opens up with some sort of disco
reject called "Somebody Else" (way to open up
wilh a bang, Ronnie), and then never recovers.
,Vhat follows is unoriginal and actually difficult to
listen to for more than a few minutes at a time.
"Josephine", the only song with any sort of
character, is ruined by a completely unnecessary
use of strings, as is "Thinkin" (another "soul" piece
that comes out like disco except without the energy)Just as you're bracing yourself to sit through an-

other predictable song, straight from Hee-Haw
comes "Ragtime Annie", Wood's version of the traditional instrumental for those square dancers who
happen to have made it through the first five songs.
"Always Wanted More", at first listen, is
reminiscent of The Stones "You Can't Always Get
What You Want". As it turns out, IT'S THE SAME
SONG!! Not only should Ronnie be embarrassed
about this rip-off but also those annoying string arrangements that won't go away.
Most of the promotion of this album has been
focused on who Wood is and who he's worked
with, but at some point it has to come down to the
music. There's no question that he deserves respect
for his career and his place in rock history, but this
album simply comes across like it was done just for
the sake of doing it.
Anyone who's been to a record store lately may
have noticed that The Stones are trying to flood the
market. Charlie Watts' and Keith Richard's albums are already out and Mick Jagger's can be expected in January.
History has shown us that The Stones are much
more successful as a unit than they are separately.
After listening to this album and part of Richard's,
it would seem history has a point.

For the record, I think "How Soon Is Now" by the Smiths is a brilliant song. It's a song that transcends time, a song of lyric genius and
a beloved song of millions of people. You might even say that it's a
classic.
Having said that, I've come to a certain realization; alternative
music, like its evil cousin rock'n'roll, has managed to produce its
very own variety of 'classic tunes' and as such I'm torn between
loving and hating songs like "How Soon Is Now".
In fact, on a recent visit to a local club known for its great
playlists, the point was punctuated by a slew of those very same classic/alternative songs. Where I expected to hear new, cutting edge
stuff I ended up hearing "Add It Up" and "Bela Lugosi's Dead". Cutting edge they may have been, sometime in the early to mid-eighties
when Goth was scary and American guitar music was fresh. But that
simply isn't the case anymore; Bauhaus have long broken up and the
Violent Femmes have put out two consistently bad discs since.
I've made the point before that songs like "Sweet Home Alabama" are anachronistic, trite and so very overplayed. Well, I think
the same comment can be made about songs like "Tainted Love" and
"Should I Stay or Should I Go?", songs that received their death of
play when I was in highschool. And when it comes down to it,
they're not even that good. The former is the one-hit offering of an
inescapably talentless duo (Soft Cell who!) and the latter was punk's
last pathetic handfull of misspent spunk.
Even worse is what I call the Skynyrdization of certain alternative
bands. This, of course, would be the attribution of mythical qualities
onto a band that has either broken up, had members die or become ill
(T.Rex, Def Lep, Queen and the Allman Brothers come to mind).
Well the dreaded Skynyrdization doesn't stop there. Bands like
Bauhaus, The English Beat and Joy Division all suffer from postbreakup/post-mortem martyrdom. What people seem to forget since
the demise (I emphasize the word demise) of these bands is that Peter
Murphy was nothing more than a glorified mannequin, the Golden
Age of Ska has passed, and lan Curtis just plain couldn't sing.
For the record, I enjoy "Love Will Tear Us Apart" as much as
anyone else but it comes down to this; music must move forward. To
dwell on the lyrical wisdom or musical accomplishments of a decade
ago (or two decades ago, for that matter) is to ignore the wisdom and
accomplishments of this decade and the one to come.
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1) KIN 6 OF THE KICKBOXERS
2) BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
3) CUTTING EDGE
4) DEEP COVER
5) THE BABE
6) SLEEPWALKERS
7) BATMAN RETURNS
8) BEYOND JUSTICE
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Osborne a hunka burning love
by Geoff Stubgen
Last Thursday night, in
Wilf's, I saw the Magical, Mysti-

cal, Maniacal, Matthew Osbourne play. To get right to the
point, the guy is amazing.

For an idea of what he's like,
try to envision the Barenaked
Ladies, Tiny Tim and Blind
Lemon Jefferson, all lumped
into a 6'5" 300 lbs frame bouncing around on stage like a lunatic.
That's pretty close, but a true des-

Redford weaves
artistic tale

(cont. from pg. 19)
fer, playing the much more conservative Norman, realy makes the
audience empathetic to his case. Tom Skerritt and Brenda Blethyn
make their roles far more interesting than the sterotypical parents one
might expect. I was pleasantly surprised by British actress Emily
Lloyd, as Norman's love interest, who successfully hid her accent and
v
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held her own in this male-dominated movie.
Director of photography Philippe Rousselot has successfully conveyed the majestic beauty of Montana onto the big screen. Endless
shots of gorgeous mountains, forests and raging waters enrich the
film immensely. I guarantee that thoughts of visiting this incredible
state will enter your mind as the cinematographer seduces you with
its natural beauty. The environmental elements of the film prove that
Redford is completely in sync with the mood of times.
Redford, who also directed 1980's Ordinary People, has created
another masterful examination of the American family. He sees the
Macleans through happy times, struggles and tragedy, but never
steers away from the purity of the original novel.
Early in the film Tom Skerritt's character relays the following
words of wisdom to his two young sons: "All good things come from
Grace... Grace comes by Art., and Art does not come easy." Well, Mr.
Redford, by all definitions you truly are an artist.

The Skydiggers went all out
last week at Kitchener's Stages

pic: Ken McGuffin

cription is impossible because
Osbourne is a true original.
The key to any Osbourne
show can be summed up in one
word, INTEGRITY!!! Thursday's
show proved to be no different.
He played everything from the
ultra-trendy Red Hot Chili Pepper's "Under the Bridge" to the
too-obscure 9 Big Dogs' classic
"Intergalactic Prophylactics" as
well as various tributes to Willie
Nelson, John Denver and the
performer who opened for Matt,
Elvis Presley.
But despite the apparent incongruity between this and my
previous statement about integrity, when Osbourne does a
cover, he attempts no pathetic imitation of the original, but instead
turns each one into his very own.
And his originals...it makes one
wonder why he does covers at all.
This particular evening included his socio-politically cor-

Do You Right", which in my
mind has to be one of the best
things ever written (yes, better
than "Stairway to Heaven" or
"Hotel California" or even Guns
and Roses' "Paradise City").
The crowd was very receptive
to everything that Osbourne
played, a definite novelty for any
independent musician who does
mainly original material and even
the pathetic excuse for a sound
system which Wilf's supplied
could not dampen either the
crowd's or Osbourne's

"The King" Matthew Osborne
rect "Euthanasia" (about bumping
off your grandmother so you
don't have to pay for the electricity which powers her life support system), the phenomenal in-

strumental "Lo-Ko-Mo-Shun"
and the impassioned "Who Can

enthusiasm.
The truth is Matthew Osbourne is amazing. Anyone who
claims to be interested in live
music or music in the style of the
Barenaked Ladies and Moxy
Fruvous but is not impressed by
Osbourne is a hypocrite. If you
haven't seen him live yet, you
owe it to yourself and to him to
do so, SOON!!!

INXS satisfies old and new
by Alex Moiseev
My first reaction to this album was to ask very
loudly:"What the hell is this?" I grabbed my roommate and asked him what he thought was so funny
about giving me the wrong tape to listen to. He insisted that I was listening to INXS. It took about
three listens before I was actually convinced.
Amazingly enough, I was listening to an INXS album that did not sound too much like INXS.
That was the first good sign. I'll be the first to
admit that I am not a die-hard INXS fan. I found X
and Live Baby Live to be annoying at best. I found
Lhe "copyright" INXS sound to be a little too predictable, staid and well, boring. Not now,
people...Welcome to Wherever You Are is an exercise in change. No longer is this band relying on
its previous formula for success. The band seems a
little more driven and a little more hungry than
usual. Are they about ready to sign a new deal with
a new record label?
No doubt, tracks such as "Heaven Scent",
"Communication" and "Wishing Well" are going to
surprise and interest new and old fans alike. There
is a lot less saxophone, a lot more guitar and some
fairly interestiing electronic modifications to
Michael Hutchence's voice. And amazingly enough
everything works. There seems to be a lot naore energy to tiiis music. I have a feeling that this will
sound really good live when and if the band decides
to tour.
As good as this album sounds, the lyrics are still
not really worth knowing. It is better just to sit back
and enjoy the music rather than look for some hidden meaning or elegant songwriting. Generally, the

songs are the usual pop laments on men, women
and Lheir screwed up relationships. However, there
is one line from "Communication" which gave me a
good laugh: "Light beams from outer space/Drifting
to your satellite/your dish responds". Hmmm....
In the end, this album shows a lot of potential
for INXS. Perhaps they are ready to become a truly
innovative band. They certainly have the weird album cover aspect down. If anyone can tell me the
significance of having three members of the Artane
Boys Band from Ireland on the cover, I would sure
like to know. Anyway, this is a signifiantly better
album than either of the last two and it should
satisfy new and old fans alike. But why believe me?
Stop reading and go listen.

Student Publications
Board of Directors Meeting
EVERY FRIDAY at lpm
Come out and see what the hell we actually do for a living!
Located on the 3rd floor of the Student Union Building.
across from the Cord offices.
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inner struggle helps fuel Merritt's mind

by Rick Cole

was definitely the songs, and not

Thursday October 22, 1992,
The Princess Cinema presented
Scott Merritt. Merritt, a singersongwriter from Brantford,
played his unique brand of folk
music to a friendly, but unenthusiastic audience.
The focus of Merritt's concert

the performance. Accompanied
by David Woodhead (who played
bass guitar most of the night, but
also played accordion and
mandolin), Merritt presented his
songs with a drive and emotion
which might have been more
powerful if the two performers

suck my hits
by Jason Harmer
As a general rule I find that compilation albums (Greatest
Hits/The Best of) are usually a pathetic last attempt of a musical artist
who has long surpassed his creative peak.
This is usually a direct result of the band drowning in boredom
and/or having spent all of their earnings on alcohol and mind 'ex-

hadn't been sitting on kitchen
chairs for the entire show.
The songs though... the songs
were really good. About half the
songs were unrecorded tracks that
Merritt was testing on a live
audience. He said afterwards that
he is working on some demos for
what will become a new album.
Perhaps the most moving of these
is a song titled "Orchard", which
is about the memory of a childhood friend who, later in life,
died from an overdose. The line
that sums up the feeling of the
song is:"There's a hole in the
by Debbie Copeland

road where the angels bailed out".
There's a lot of biblical imagery in Merritt's songs. He says
this is from a Catholic upbringing. When asked about his current

spiritual beliefs Merritt replied,
"I'm a Christian slash Buddhist
mixed-up kid".
Fortunately for listeners, it's
these inner struggles that provide
much of the fuel for Merritt's
work.
Another new song that Merritt
played was "Red Leaves", which
is a timely story of a man who,
fed up with the way his life is

going here, packs up and moves
to America only to discover thing
are pretty much the same all over.
Of his more popular songs,
Merritt performed moving renditions of "Myopia" and "Radio

Home". The latter ended the first
set with Merritt screaming
"Nicotine.. .Thorazine..Valium.. .N
urse?".
For an encore Merritt played
Bruce Cockburn's "All the
Diamonds". All in all, it was an
enjoyable concert by a local artist
who still has plenty of good
material left.

If you like an ultra-mellow version ofthe Indigo Girls
then Alberta-raised Jennifer Berezan may be for you. jM
Berezan has been described as "quietly becoming one
of Canada's most talked about folk/rock performers". M
But if Borderlines is an indication of her advance-*
ment into the Canadian folk\rock scene then she'd have
to be quiet or else she'd wake us up after listening to her 9
second release. The problem doesn't lie in the content
her songs but rather in the lack of a distinct style of her jM
own and songs that try to grab you but don't quite make*

panding' drugs.
In many cases, true collectors and overzealous followers feel obligated to purchase these ridiculous compilations just to ensure that
their collection is complete.
The compilation album is generally overpriced, but will always be
cheaper than the last five albums combined.
There are, however, some exceptions to this hard-standing personal law What Hits?!, a recent compilation from The Red Hot
Chili Peppers definitely falls into that category. I say this with great
confidence as the only song from Blood-Sugar-Sex-Magik is "Under
The Bridge". Not even a glimpse of "Suck My Kiss" or "Give It
Away" (either of which would have sent this album hurtling directly
into the money-hungry category). Definitely a good call for the
RHCP, since "Under The Bridge" is hardly along the main flow of
the high-energy, solid guitar style for which they are worshipped.
The What Hits!? album has a good gathering of material from The
Uplift Mofo Plan, Freaky Styley, Mother's Milk, as well as one or
two tracks from their other two albums (The Red Hot Chili Peppers
and The Abbey Road EP, for those uninformed).
There is also the cover of Hendrix's "Fire", and "Higher Ground"
which originally belonged to Stevie Wonder.
Overall it is definitely a good choice of the Red Hot Chili Pepper's best (dare I say 'hits') material. I wouldn't recommend purchasing it however, unless you really, really want the pull-out with all the
neato pictures that comes with it.
-
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Berezan was raised in the Alberta prairies and later
moved to Oakland, California to study earth-based
religion. I ler songs retlect her new experiences and 1k,.,
a love for her Canadian roots such as in "Border- OF
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and also a longing for the landscape and |
f,d
spirituality of'the Albertaprairies Katie' s
She is conscious of the struggles ofthe less fortu- / M
nate and tackles such issues throughout Borderlines. \ 1.
Berezan also condemns American capitalism and
defends the homeless and the poor in State of the
Union": She has idealistic views ofthe world and mentions fl
almost every social issue imaginable from AIDS to loneli- fl
ness and love,
II
Jenmfer Berezan s Borderlines is a quiet littlerelease that
tries to say a whole lot but the music itself doesn't say a thing.
The message is there but the energy and umqueness is not and
it is difficult to make an impact on intent alone.
lines
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Don't tell me that anyone who wants a university education bad enough will find a way. Not only is that
bull, it's irrelevant.
Perhaps it is justifiable with regards to today's tuition rates, but with this explosive approach, there is no
lid to cap it, no limit to the spiraling increase. There is a limit to which the struggling student and their family
can stretch the family budget to pursue a better future for themself or their children.
However, enrollment is increasing and unversities are struggling. How do we maintain (or bring back)
that precarious balance between academic excellence and equality of opportunity? Although Maclean's gives
educated observations and alternatives, more importantly it asks the questions, demanding thought and
deliberation.
One of the most important aspects of the issue this year is that it re-establishes Laurier and all Canadian
universities as part of an academic village, interconnected by common issues and goals, comparable by
unique assets and disadvantages.
So when reading this article, look at the stats on pages 24 to 30, but "also take a chance to flip through
pages 33 to 78. It's time we take a break from the childish rivalries and inward perspective, and step back
and look at Canada's ability to educate its young people in a global environment. In this era of expanding
horizons and an increasingly important global village, upon graduation, that will be the difference between a
future of prosperity and a future of uncertainty.
By the way, Laurier's library ranked 17 while Western's ranked 19.

by Ingrid Nielsen, Associate News Editor

Diefer, Jim Elkins, Ken McGuffin, Brian Craig

Manager..,

UM

again Maclean's has ventured into the world of universities under the guise of ranking and assessing the clandestine institutions. But if that's the only reason you are buying this week's issue,
borrow it from the library. The real importance of this article is not whether Laurier placed fourth or
thirty-sixth.
This isn't a football game of statistics and points. I certainly hope that Laurier doesn't become driven by
this self-gratifying, single-minded approach to "succeeding" as a university, based on arbitrarily designated
categories. No matter how reflective or relevant these gradings are, there will always be inconsistencies and
individual pluses and minuses that cannot be demonstrated; that is the nature of ranking. This in no way
should deter Laurier from their quest for overall excellence.
Instead, this article is a critical analysis of Canadian universities as a whole.
The article is huge, covering just about every element in university life in a relatively comprehensive
manner, and aside from the continual self-congratulatory nature and constant defensive attitude towards their
methods, the editors and writers can take pride in a colossal improvement over last year.
Many disturbing, yet crucial, unavoidable questions jumped out of this article. What should the general
criteria be for entering university? Should it be accessible to everyone who completes the minimum requirements, or should enrollment be limited to those achieving the rising requirement of academic excellence.
If it should be based on academic grading from secondary institutions, are schools prepared to establish
some sort of standardization with regards to national objectives? I don't believe it is fair or just to increase
academic requirements, while high schools continue to offer varying degrees of assessment and difficulty.
Or should we take an approach like Mount Allison's, which has the highest tuition rate in the country as a
means of controlling escalating enrollment and dwindling financial resources? I know I don't agree with this
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October 26, 1992 is a day that is indelibly
stamped on my mind. On that day, the assumptions
that I held about corruption in our student government were proven correct. Recent events may have
forced the system to work but, for know, a black
cloud hangs over the Wilfrid Laurier Students'
Union.
The demon of "WLUSUgate" may, in the minds
of certain individuals, have been exorcised, but the
sceptre of corruption still looms heavily in the back
corridors of the Student Union building. As members of the "corporation", we owe it to ourselves to
ensure that the system, and those who seek to abuse
it, change.
Like myself, the majority of board members and
union executives were shocked and appalled by the
alleged actions of one of their members. That person, in an apparent attempt to thwart democracy
and maintain a warped version of the status quo,
demonstrated a contempt for the opinions of the
Laurier electorate and their ability to make educated decisions. The actual violation of the elections rules has become almost trivial; the individual
in question has already admitted that, prior to election day, he vehemently campaigned against my
candidacy. I have been told that the terms "idiot"
and "incompetent" were used; this alone should
repulse us.
As more and more information comes to light
about the incidents involving this by-election and
its predecessor, I become increasingly disappointed
with those who claim to be our leaders. When an

individual compromises the
very values of
democracy,
those in power
cannot sweep
the issue under
the carpet,
hoping that

LETTER OF
THE WEEK

such incidents

will never be revealed or repeated. Both hopes have
proven fruitless.
There are some people, however, who should be
commended for their actions. Christina Craft who,
perhaps, had the most to lose in this situation,
argued passionately and successfully that, finally,
the students needed to know everything that occurred. While her honourable actions this past Friday cannot change her previous mishandling of the
situation, they proved that she only wanted to do
what was right. Dave Bigioni also demonstrated
leadership and a passion for justice. His concern for
the integrity of the student union was genuine and
the stance that he took must have been extremely
difficult for him. His quest to see a grievous wrong
corrected elevated a board tainted by this scandal.
More than anyone, however, Kathleen Wong
deserves thanks and respect from all of us. Miss
Wong had nothing to gain from revealing what happened. Her honesty and integrity under perplexing

continued on

page
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The Cord's Letter Policy

•

•

•

•

•

•

All letters must be submitted with the author's name, student identification
number and telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name, unless otherwise requested.
Letters must be received by Tuesday at 2:00 pm for publication in that week's
issue.
Letters must be typed, double-spaced and cannot exceed 400 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter, but will not correct spelling and
grammar.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter, in whole or part, that is in
violation of existing Cord policies, specifically letters which contain personal
attacks, or defamatory statements.
:

Madonna magnifico
Dear Editor,
As I was leaving for class Thursday afternoon a
floormate in my rez. asked me if I had seen the
naked photo of Madonna in the new edition of the
Cord. Having rolled out of bed 15 minutes earlier I
was oblivious to this information, so I hurried off to
get myself a copy, knowing there would be a
review of Madonna's new album to accompany the

picture.
After fingering through the Cord frantically
searching for the entertainment section, I was appalled to discover the most horrendous mistake in
entertainment since the agreement to finance Ishtar!
The review given by your critic (and I use the
word review loosely) was so inaccurate and worthless, I found myself questioning the Cord's ability
to distinguish between a good piece of journalism
and garbage.
The article stated "For those expecting to be
strapped down and raptured by an aural feast of
sexual gratification, Erotica does not live up to its
namesake...most of the album consists of relatively
tame pop songs...". Furthermore, it described some

of the songs as "trite dance numbers".

Madonna has always been dance and pop
orientated, so what was your critic expecting? An
acappella medley of Andrew Lloyd Webber?
As for "Erotica does not match her past efforts...", a musical artist will go nowhere real fast if
all they try to do is match, not surpass previous efforts. A successful singer who wishes to stay successful must always be breaking new ground and
experimenting with various styles. Madonna has always done so, which is why she is one of the most
successful singers of our time.
I understand that everyone is entitled to their
opinion, and I am not writing this because I think
the review was way off (even though it was, while
not her best work, it is quite good). I am writing
this in hopes of making you aware of your flaws
(few as they are), so that in the future you can correct them. Then, when readers like myself pick up a
copy of The Cord, we know we are getting a
reputable paper we can trust.

Shawn Shipley

Students' Union responds
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in
response to a couple of letters
written in the last issue of the

Cord. First the letter entitled
'Student Demands answer from
union' regarding the use of the
Niobe Lounge. The lounge is
open from Monday to Friday
from 9:00 am
4:30 pm and
through this time should be available to any student wishing to use
it. The lounge is only booked out
for evenings following its regular
hours. The problem on a larger
-

BLOCS

MENTAL

scale is a lack of space in the Students' Union Building, in particular multi-purpose space. The lack
of adequate study space is an issue that should be addressed by
both the Students' Union and the
University. This issue is being
tackled and plans for the future of
the Students' Union with regard
to this space, will be available
come December.
The second letter I would like
to respond to was the letter of the
week entitled 'Mandatory meal

plan an extravagant rip-off. The

BY JAY MCCALLUM

Students' Union Board of Directors is currently in the process of
making the following recommendations regarding the meal
plan at Laurier to Mr. Earl
Rayner. First, that any money
at
remaining on meal plans
the end of the school year be
carried forward to the next year.
Second, that students be given
more input as to the size of meal
plan that they are required to purchase, and third, that weekend
hours be extended to better service residence students that are
committed to using food services.
In the future these types of questions can be directed to the Students' Union Feedback
volunteers who will take your
questions, concerns, and suggestions directly to those people either in the University, Students'
Union or Student Publications
that can provide the best answers
to your questions and their
responses will then appear in a
future issue of the Cord. The
Feedback volunteers are available
on the second floor of the Students' Union Building on Wednesdays between 1:00 and 3:00 or
you can leave your questions in

iheir mailbox outside the Center
Spot(lnfo Center). You may also
approach any member of the
Board of Directors with any concerns you might have.
Christina Craft
Students' Union President

Dave Bigioni
Director, Students' Union Board
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Laurier's B-ball
faithful scarce
Dear Editor,
Another season of embarrassment is just around the corner and
I'm not relishing the prospect. The low point came at the end of the
1991 campaign when Brock and its supporters roundly outnumbered
our few fans, and to add insult to injury, clearly humbled our boys of
the big round ball. Scream as I might, the General Brock troop
drowned me out until in despair I shut up and suffered in quiet.
On a serious note, why is it that Coach Gary Jefferies and his 13
players must work their butts off? Yes there is the personal satisfaction of parting the twine and winning back to back against Lakehead,
but tell me how exciting or effective would our beloved Blue Jays
have been had they played to 51,000 empty seats at the dome?
Sure, the Warriors down the road aren't packing them in as they
used to, notwithstanding Sean V. or Alex U. Maybe it's the competition from the CFL, NHL or NBA, but I rather doubt that. Maybe it's
-

just that the girls and guys walking the halls of WLU have better

things to do than enjoy a game, like quaff a few beers or trip the light
fantastic at the nearest watering hole. It's a blinking shame that the
Hawk's bench sometimes outnumbers supporters.
I have faith in Wilfred's wonderful ones- yes, they will turn out in
great numbers this year to see Pallin dunk, Livingston lunge, and Jefferies take one of his hairies or is this wishful thinking. I think not.

Jim Newton
Hopeful parent

Vote with ID card
only, says CRO
Dear Editor,
can describe Mr. Hopper in this
It was with chagrin that I read situation.
Furthermore, this student
the mindless drivel contained in
the most recent Letters to the claimed not to have enough time
Editor entitled "Disenfranchised to go home and get his student
Voter Pissed Off." The ignorance card. Well, the incident occurred
which came gushing out of this at noon. If Mr. Hopper wanted so
letter rivalled that of Ontario badly to vote, only a mere seven
voters in the last Provincial Elechours remained for him to return
tion.
to the polling booth with his card.
did
turn
To begin, I
indeed
It seems to me he was not disaway this particular voter from enfranchised, he was lazy!!!
the polling booth. It was done for
Mr. Hopper continued to verone simple reason; he did not bally abuse me with the pathetic
have a valid student card. This tale of forgetting his student card.
card is required by Students' He proceeded with his nonsense
Union by-laws in order to vote. by saying, "Who are you to say
This piece of plastic is your life at that I can't vote."
university, you should never
Over the last year, the Elecleave home without it.
tion process at Laurier has come
This student complained at under scrutiny. As Chief Returnthe polling station that there was ing Officer it is my duty to see
no possible way that he could that the rules of the election are
have brought his student card as followed. My decision was based
he did not know it was necessary. upon this reasoning.
If you can believe this, I have
Finally to address the issue of
recently purchased this Univerquorum. It is true that during the
sity and I am looking for a buyer. by-election I was concerned
Fact: a letter was sent to all Wilabout reaching quorum but I was
frid Laurier students two weeks by no means prepared to break
ago. This letter stated "you must the by-laws of the corporation in
present a fully valid student I.D. order to acheive it.
in order to vote."
So "disenfranchised voter"
Additionally, a half page ad perhaps if you care so much
was placed in the Cord in order to about your school you will go
advertise the Election (thank-you through the legal route to vote in
Adrienne). This ad clearly says future elections.
"Student Card required to vote."
Given all of this advertising on Darren Mahaffy
the part of the Election Council, Chief Returning Officer
ignorance is the only word which

continued from page 26
circumstances displayed a guileless concern for our student union and
a desire to see right prevail over wrong. As union members, we
should all be in gratitude to her.
I appealed the results of the October 26 vote because the election
council didn't thoroughly consider the effects that "WLUSUgate" had
on my campaign, or those of my fellow candidates. I stand by that
statement. When the council indicated that my appeal would be unanimously rejected and, thus, forced in front of the DAC, I decided to
withdraw it. Regardless of the alleged illegal campaigning by a petty
individual, it was not my desire to amplify that person's supposed actions by forcing a new election. A series of appeals as occurred during last years election would only taint the victories of two deserving
individuals, Tracy Armstrong and David Jeffrey; both of whom are
disgusted and saddened by what has occurred. I congratulate Tracy
and David; IO know that they will do a tremendous job on the board.
To my supporters, I thank you for your continuing faith; the
momentum for change has now begun, let's ensure that it never stops.
Jim Lowe
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Legal Resources wants column
Dear Editor,

Recently, you were contacted
by Pruyn Haskins, a representa-

tive of Legal Resources and subsequently, by Dominic Gingras,
the Legal Resources Coordinator,
about a supplement to be produced for The Cord by Legal
Resources staff. Unfortunately,
we were flatly refused and you
stated that no department in the
Student's Union would be
permitted space in The Cord to
promote itself. I think that perhaps we have not made our objectives clear.
The purpose of any and all
written material from Legal

Resources would be to inform the

Laurier student body of their
rights and obligations. Primarily
at Legal Resources, we deal with
landlord-tenant disputes. These
are disputes that could often be
avoided if only the students were
informed.
Why, I ask, do we need to
promote ourselves? We are an essential service and more importandy, we are the only source of
free legal advice on campus. Furthermore, the staff of Legal
Resources is comprised of
volunteers. Wc do no gain financially from an increased caseload
that presumably self-promotion

would give us. Our objective is to
help our fellow students and I feel
strongly that preventative information would increase our effectiveness.
It is time for The Cord to
step down off its vaunted pedestal
and join the students. The Cord,
like many departments in the Student's Union is an essential student service. In The Cord's case,
it is an essential information service, for if is the only vehicle on
campus which is virtually assured
of being able to reach all of the
students least effort. I realize that
The Cord has no wish to become
embroiled in Student Union

politics, however I assure you
that Legal Resources is not a
political organization. We are obligated to help inform the students on legal issues and we feel
that The Cord is in an ideal position to help us. There is an opportunity here for The Cord to
do some real good for the students as opposed to being some

glorified resume builder.
Finally, you were against
Legal Resources Counselors writing on legal issues as if it was like
"soccer players writing on soccer". What about a homosexual
writing "Pink Ink" or women
writing "Women's Words"? My

question to you is: if trained
Legal Resources Counselors are
not qualified to write on legal issues, then who the hell is?

Students of Laurier: this issue
directly affects you! Let's hear
your opinions on the matter! We
respect The Cord's desire to
write the news, but what about
important information? How
many more times does a student
have to be legally shafted before
it is news? Shouldn't we be doing
something to prevent that?

Alex Moiseev
Media Coordinating Committee
Legal Resources

A vomit-filled weekend
but getting sick on a holiday
named after a case of beer is pure

THE LAST LAUGH
by Kevin Watsen

After

falling terribly ill
last spring, and this
being the season of the
flu (isn't that a Donovan tune?),
there are many fellow students
laying catatonic in their beds.
Being such a caring person I will
share with you my personal hell
in the hopes of comforting you.
Sure, the Christmas season is
fast approaching and being sick
sucks, but imagine if you will
becoming sick before the start of
the May 24 weekend!
Oh, the horror. The horror.
Yes, for the first time in my
23 year existence I was sick on
the May 24. Sure it's depressing
blowing chunks at Christmas on
your new Super Mario 19 game,

CEREBELLA

sacrilege.
Here's how my near death experience went:
WEDNESDAY (4:00 a.m.): I
woke up sweating profusely with
a strong urge to vomit (similar to
watching a Michael Bolton
video). I sprinted to the
bathroom, smashing seven of my
ten toes on the way, and hugged
the toilet for the next hour. No

Wrong!

4:55 p.m.: I woke up, still sweating profusely, from what I
thought was a short nap (13 hours
is pretty close). Tried to stand up,
threw up, fell down. Going to
work seemed out of the question.
I crawled to the nearest phone
and listened to my boss spew
profanities at me as I tried to tell
him between vomits that I was
sick. I kindly thanked him and
hung up.

I completely understand
overweight homeless
transvestites with bladder
control problems.
doubt it was from eating at Al's
Grease Pit. I'll be fine, no possibility of ruining my long
weekend. Right.

by Ryan Feeley

My parents were home by this
point and immediately assumed I
was drunk. Gee, down a few
bottles of champagne at your
sisters wedding and you're considered a lush for life (maybe it
was the fact I threw up on 95 per
cent of the guests).
Getting no sympathy from
them I crawled into bed. My 13
hour nap has left me very conscious. I turned on the T.V. and
was forced to watch three hours
of Oprah, Donahue, and Geraldo
due to battery failure in my
remote control. I did, however,
come away with a complete understanding of how overweight
homeless transvestites with bladder control problems feel.
THURSDAY: The bowel movements start. I will not expand on
this for obvious reasons.
FRIDAY: This is it, the heartbreaker of the story. The agonizing irony that has haunted me my
whole life. Get this it's Friday
night, my sister has moved out,
it's the May 24 weekend, my
parents are leaving for England
for two weeks, and I have the
whole house to myself. Where am
-

I?

Laying comatose in bed
spending my time alternating between vomits and bowel movements. Yes, for the first time in
my life my parents leave the
country for two weeks and I can't
even stand up.
SATURDAY MONDAY: These
days are just too depressing to describe, as friends call me every
-

hour to point out what a great
time they're having.
TUESDAY: The weekend is over,
and yes, I'm back to perfect
health and ready for work.
If this heartbreaking, gut

wrenching tale doesn't cheer all
you germ-ridden people up, I
hope your T.V. remote fails and
you're forced to watch the 24hour weather channel for ever
and ever.

WOMENWORDS

by members of the Women's

Centre

she has many times previous, Madonna is again gracing
the cover of an international magaI use that term loosely
zine. I should mention that I usually ignore Madonna. I think
she is a talentless individual except in the area of marketing.
I should also mention that I am against censorship. Freedom of
speech and expression are integral to a democracy. However, I do believe that with freedom of speech and expression should come a sense
of responsibility, particularly in the case of someone as influential as
Madonna.
This brings me to my point about the magazine cover. On this
cover, Madonna is wearing a pink dress, in a style we associate with
the female child and her hair is done up in pigtails. In contrast, her
expression as well as her posture is that of a sexually aware woman.
This seeming paradox is disturbing to me.
The sexualization of children in our society is more common than
we would like to admit. Girls of twelve and thirteen are consistently
recruited in order to be superficially made into women. They are
made to look like women and act like women or someone's idea of
what women should look and act like when in reality they are only
children.
The connection between the sexualization of children in the media
and sexual abuse is arguable. Does art imitate life or does life imitate
art? I don't believe it is simply one or the other. I think that 'art' is
not only a reflection of society...it is also involved in the creation of
society.
Think of a mirror. You see your reflection and from your reflection you formulate perceptions which in turn may create parts of your
own self-image. I believe society is the same way.
The latest statistic is that eight out of every ten females are
sexually violated in some way before they are eighteen. Is this somehow related to the pervasive sexualization of children, particularly female children, in the media? I think it is.
I am not advocating censorship. What I am advocating is that
powerful media figures, like Madonna, start taking some responsibility for the images they portray. It is also up to us, the public, to start
demanding this sense of responsibility.
Make a statement as a consumer. It is not okay to attribute a
woman's healthy sexuality, based on positive experience, to young
girls who could not possibly have had any positive sexual experience.
When these young girls have had sexual experience, it is not healthy
sexuality.
It is abuse.
In turn, it should not be okay to apply the innocence of a child to a
sexually aware woman. The intermingling of the two is confusing and
potentially dangerous.
Art is communication, the exchange of ideas. It would be naive to
believe this exchange of ideas has no influence, especially when they
appeal to a mainstream, often impressionable, audience.
We, as a society, often speak of 'protecting' children. In many
ways, I think some progress has been made. But how can we truly
'protect' them when our mass media is permeated with images, particularly subtle ones, which ultimately exploit them?
Even if these images have no part in the creation of our society,
the reflection is frightening enough.

As
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Brat sues

by Amit Kapur

Have

you ever heard of
someone suing to get
back into school? Crazy
as it sounds, a drama is unfolding
in Norwood, near Peterborough.
A young boy is suing the Peterborough County Board of Education because of an indefinite
suspension that he received.
Before you go and sympathize
with the kid, listen to why this
unusual punishment was handed
down to this 12 year-old terror.
First of all, ever since school
began in September, this kid
whose name is John Bettes Jr. if
has been
you care to know
on
from
suspended off and
school, for all but four days. Already he has shown contempt for
the school system, and his desire
not to be there.
The reason for his indefinite
suspension was far from just
throwing snowballs on school
—

—

property. Instead, he hit a teaching assistant in the chest, threw
snow in a teaching assistant's
face (boy, he really likes TA's),
fought with a classmate and

called one of his teachers a bitch.
And after all this, the boy still
wants to go back to school. To
study perhaps, and make good
use of our tax dollars? I think not!
Now the kid's parents have
joined the fray, saying that the
school board is out to get their
son. The father has also
threatened to sue each and every
school board member who
doesn't overturn the suspension.
To return him to school would
be a grievous mistake. The kid
has already missed most of the
school year, and if returned he
would just continue the behaviour
which got him suspended in the
first place. He is just a pest to his
classmates, and hurts their own
chances of learning and getting a
better life even if the boy doesn't

want to.
Moreover, I hardly think that
the Peterborough Board of Education has nothing better to do
than to plot against a 12 year-old
boy with an attitude problem.
Moreover, they should disregard
the threats of an angry father who
is arrogant enough to think that
the school board is his own per-

sonal plaything. The school board
is responsible to the students and
parents of everybody, not just
himself. If the Board of Education has any backbone, they
should protect the safety of the
students (and TA's) and keep the
kid out.
Finally, if the boy's parents
are so concerned with their kid's
education, they should teach him
some basic values to help him
join normal humanity. If not, they
can take their tax dollars and
ours, and instead of wasting them
on his education, they can stick
him in jail where he belongs.
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This week, we did something
a little different. Instead of
asking a question, we went
looking for questions to this
interesting answer:

Three pounds of butter and
banana!

a

"What don't we sell at the Centre
Spot?"
Tamara and Kim

Bedtime for
democracy
Retrospect

The

week

in

"What's in Vem's pants?"

review

Tom

Honours Basketball

by Pat Brethour

Last

Friday, the House of Commons turned
off the television cameras, booted out the
press, and emptied out the Visitors'
Gallery, so that they could debate matters of a "personal and confidential nature".
A member of the House had blatantly broken
the law, and had compromised badly his position as
a member of the House. In order to cover up the
scandal, Parliament decided to hold an in camera
session to hold secret deliberations.
Of course, the above example is fictional. The
Parliament of Canada would never dare pull such a
stunt. They
know that they
have a responsibility to show
Canadians what
their government is doing,
even when the
issues are contentious.
But if you substituted "Students' Union Board
of Directors" for the "House of Commons", we begin to move into the realm of non-fiction.
On Friday, the Union board debated whether or
not to go in camera to discuss Clark Chu's actions
in the October 26 by-election.
The Students' Union bylaws do allow in camera
deliberations, if a matter of a "personal or confidential nature" is being discussed.
Clearly, Chu's case did not fall into this
category. His violation of election rules was (or
should have been) a concern of all students. If the
bylaws are not followed, there is nothing to prevent
a rampage by the Board of Directors.
So, a debate on bylaw violations must be held
Publicly, so that all students not just the handful
that comprise the Board know what is going on.
The Students' Union board agreed sort of. Six
directors were in favour of moving in camera, with
five opposed. Since a three-quarters majority was
needed, the motion failed.
Sean Taylor, Chair of the Board, began to move
the meeting in camera. Martin Walker, Student
—

Publications president, cited the three-quarters provision. So, the meeting stayed open.
But there never should have been a motion at
all. There never should have been any question as
to whether the meeting should be secret, or not.
At least, not if the Students' Union really
believed in the rhetoric they've been spinning all
these years.
The entire Chu incident stems from Jim Lowe's
strong castigation of the Board for being reclusive
and patronizing toward the student body.
With Lowe's words ringing in their ears, you
would have thought that the Union board would
have been espe-

Communication or
ass-covering?

—

—

-

cially sensitive
to the need for
accountability,
the need for

"What does the omnisient Ouija
look like?"
Christina Craft

openness.

Instead they
wanted to opt

for a closed
door session.
To be fair, five members of the Board voted
against, and ultimately defeated the motion. Christina Craft, president of the Students' Union, spoke
out strongly against the motion.
But more directors than not voted for the motion. And but for the actions of Martin Walker
who isn't even allowed a vote on Board motions
the meeting would have been secret.
I wouldn't be writing this column. You
wouldn't be reading it. The only people who would
know what happened would be the 19 members of
the Board.
That kind of secrecy only confirms Lowe's
campaign comments. That kind of secrecy can only
destroy the legitimacy of the Students' Union.
With great power comes great responsibility, a
comic book hero once said.
And, Students' Union Board of Directors, part
of your responsibility is to tackle the hard issues
publicly.
Openness, honesty and accountability from the
Students' Union? How about secrecy and covering
the collective ass of the Board, instead.
-

-

"Two things I had to scrape off
my waterbed this morning!"
Jody

-

by Dawna Maclvor and Brian Craig
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Dirty people, dirty bathrooms
BATHROOM BEHAVIOUR with Mark Hand

Forgive

me if this column
is a litde crude, but this
is a really important
topic about which I feel very
strongly: dirty people and their
dirty bathrooms.
If there's one thing old Mark
can't stand it's unsanitary water
closet activities. The most obvious, of course, is the simple act
of washing your hands. How
bloody hard is it to use a bit if
soap and water and clean those

mucky mitts? Have you scungelords any idea of the goop that
gets on your hands after you go

pee pee (or worse, poo poo).
That's the worst. I mean, not
only are you smearing your excrement all over everything you
touch and eat, but you're getting
it on the damn door, so that when
I leave the room I'm getting your
shitty piss all over my hands too.
Damn, I hate that.
On the same line, what is so
smegging hard about flushing? It
doesn't add all that much to your
movements on the toilet, so what
the hell? The sight of those toilet
trout swimming around in the
bowl is enough to turn me off my
own number two.
And why do people never
clean their toilets at home? Do
they like the sight of month old
crusties caked to the rim? Does it
have sentimental value? ("Ah,
yes. I remember that one. Oooh,

CORDFEEDBACK
We're here to hear.
Not being tight-assed isn'i as painful as it sounds.
—David. Broad
Name was spelled "errey", "ery" in article
—David Jeffrey

The Cord is great as usual. But it doesn't need feedback from guys
like Steve Sobizul who call classic rock listeners "redneck knuck-

leheads".
—Lianne Jewitt

Great "Retrospect" Pat! Maybe now Clark [Chu] will get the idea!
-Sharon Brooks
Chris Werynski knows nothing about football, stick to soccer
—M. Peric
Thanks for the movie listings!
—Dani Hood

I feel very offended by the printing of the nude picture of Madonna.
If you're going to do this, make sure it's not just women shown. Give

equality to men.
—Kathryn Graham
The font for "classifieds" was funky. Is this Hand guy for real?

—Wendy Jackson

What happened to the McDonald's pizza coupons?
-Bruce Keyjohn
--

wouldn't mind shooting pictures for The

--

Layout was incredible!
—Mark Galloway

Thumbs up! Great photo effects! Election scandal
end!
—David Hayes

—

cover it to the

The Cord is worthless and weak without Fisher Sheffield!
—Tom Pallin
Madonna: erotic or pornographic? Last week, The Cord ran a story
entitled "Erotica anticlimactic". Accompanying the story was a photograph of Madonna nude. One reader was offended by the photo,
saying the paper should print photos of men as well. The decision to
put the photo in the paper was utterly independent of gender. Rather,
we put Madonna's picture in because of the current controversy she
has generated with her book Sex, and her newly released album. An
editor's note which accompanied the story and photo spelled out the
crux of the controversy: is Madonna expressing feminist sexuality, or
merely churning out exploitative images of women, including her—

self?

You wouldn't like
me when I'm mad.
(Oooh, I'm scared)
once saw a lengthy diatribe that
used numerology to prove that

the unit and leave them there.
That's what Mr. Crapper invented
them for, so by George, use them
for it.
And hair. Not just the
Clarence Thomas-style pubies
you find on seats around the
globe, but other hair as well.
Head hair all over the damn place
(how do people get it stuck to the
ceiling anyway?) and facial
scrapings all over the damn sink,
sticking to the bar of soap and
being just plain, well, yucky. It's
not dirty, as such, but it sure

by

Chief Returning Officer

Pictures are pretty good
Cord.
Steve Dieter

used butt-wipes on the walls, or
even worse, sticking them right
on the wall, paper and all. I say
put your blunt tawny torpedoes in

Joe Clark is the anti-Christ. Of
course, I knew it was incorrect,
since my pal Bill indisputably is
the aforementioned anti-Christ.
I don't know. I just don't
know.
Maybe it's just me that gets
really smegging angry about
these things, but I doubt it. But
now your all privy to my to my
washroom angst, so there's no excuses.

If I don't see marked im-

provement soon, I will get really
mad. And don't make me mad.
You wouldn't like me when I'm

mad.

Editor's note: Hand decided to
write about shit this week. That's
appropriate, since his columns
have been filled with shit from
day one. And this one's no different from the rest.
Hand, why is your brain so
fascinated with shit?
I believe the explanation is
simple: the two are goddamned
similar, and your brain thinks
that the pile of excrement on the
floor might be able to help it fill
the yawning cavity inside your
head.
You're writing about your pal
"Bill" again. When are you going
to learn that imaginary friends
actually don't exist, Mark?
Oh, oh. I hope I didn't get you
mad. Or even really mad.
0000h....
I might not like you when
which would be
you're mad
quite fine, since I don't like you
when you're not mad, either.
Get flushed, Bathroom Behaviour. I wash my hands of you.
—

PINK INK

Glad to see that Dial-A-Deal is back!
—Jim Lowe
A thumb-up.
—Darren Mahaffy,

doesn't make me feel welcome.
Public washrooms messages
are oh so quaint, too. My pal
Bill's favourite writing on the
wall is that old "Biz Dips: take
one" scrawled above the toilet
paper roll. Although, in Hull I

it was a good one," is that it?)
And what, by God, is the
pleasure incurred by smearing

Have
any
deep

DenyS DaivS

regardless of their sexual orientation, will now be
to
serve
their country in the Canadian Forces without
able
restriction". Thus spake General John de Chastelain, chief of
the defence staff after last Tuesday's decision of a federal court judge
in the Michelle Douglas case.
Michelle Douglas, formally an airforce Lieutenant, was forced to
withdraw from the Canadian Forces over one year ago because she
had told a superior officer that she was a lesbian. Douglas' landmark
case was settled moments before it was to begin last Tuesday, with a
settlement of $100 000. As part of the settlement from the judge, the
Armed Forces agreed to an order that the anti-gay policy violates the

Canadians,

Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Until this decision, it was felt by the military that homosexuals
posed a risk to national security and morale and refused to recruit
homosexuals and any members who were discovered to be gay were
denied promotions. This decision currently puts Canada ahead of its
NATO allies, especially the U.S. who use the same reasons that the
Canadian forces used to use.
There are currently several similar cases within the red tape parade of the U.S. court system. Germany and the Netherlands have
policies which allow homosexuals in their military. They also have a
greater number of laws which prevent discrimination and protect
homosexual civilians as well.
The Armed Forces was to announce a change to the anti-gay
policy last October, but put it on hold at the last minute after protests
from backbenchers in the Conservative party. There is still opposition
to the decision from some MP's,"but today the Constitution spoke
and it was louder than a bunch of bigots," said Clayton Ruby,
Douglas' lawyer.
This is yet another decision bringing the rights of homosexuals
closer to equality in this great country of ours. It would be interesting
to note that homosexuality is not written into the federal Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, yet this decision, as well as several other recent
decisions, brings the courts closer to recognizing that there are great
inequalities for gays and lesbians in our legal system.
In all likelihood, this decision was made on the basis of the physically challenged precedent. The decision against discrimination was
made on the basis that the physically challenged could not change the
way they are and should not be denied employment if they are physically capable to perform the inherent duties of the job.
With decisions like this being made in the courts on the basis that
the Charter is insufficient, why are gays, lesbians, and bisexuals still
waiting for official changes to be made by the federal government
after the 'by whatever means necessary' policy announced by the
great Tory machine so many years ago?
Why are we still seen by the government which obviously does
as a fringe
not recognize the wants of the people ol this country
group of amoral, unpatriotic, wrong-doing nasties? We have been
promised recognition from Kim Campbell and Mulroney. The courts
of this land have told them to.
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Waterloo Chronicle needs a
telemarketing supervisor for partwith

time work. Experience

telemarketing an asset. Call 8862830. Salary plus incentives.

Loving couple with happy home
to share, hoping to adopt a baby,
Please call collect to our adoption

counsellor at (613) 542-0275.

—

STRESS MANAGEMENT

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 10:0011:00 am, or l:00-2:00pm,
-

L 125.

STRESS MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOP, PART II
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16,
10:00-ll:00am, or l:00-2:00pm,

VOLUNTEER DRIVERS
NEEDED ACCKWA, the AIDS
Committee of Cambridge, K-W
and area need weekday drivers.
All you need is liability insurance, a
and some
Call
free time.
748-5556.

-

L 125.
For more information contact

Counselling Services, Upper
Floor, Student Services Centre or
call 884-1970,ex.2338.
The
tne it.
St jacoos
Jacobs Home ana
and acnooi
School
Association is holding their Bth

Waterloo Chronicle needs carriers for Wednesday evenings.
Call 886-2830 9-5 and ask for circulation.

FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the nauon's leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.
_ _

Summer management positions
available. Motivated, hard worki n g students looking to earn between $5000 $12000. Please
call Chad at 888-0112.
-

A Spring Break Trip! Canada's
largest student tour operator
wants reps. Organize a gfoup
earn cash and travel for
Call 1-80U-263-56U4.

7"
sIJMMER J°BS: Applications

FREE.'

acce

mer J
on cruiseshl P s airlines
No
and
necessary. For more information
§end $2 and a self ad dressed
stamped envelope to:
'

f\\

,
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the 1992 Saturday Night at the Waterloo NDP Riding AssociaRally Series on 14 November tion starting new Campus NDP
1992. Registration starts at 7pm Ctab
at the Pizza Delight on Hespeler New Democratic Youth. Scott
Road (Highway #24) in Cam- Paitkowski 746-8225.
bridge. The cost is $15 per car.
For more info call 742-9039.
"FRIENDS" is a school volunteer
program where a child id paired
with a volunteer, establishing a
Members of the PHYSICS
relationship to build
one-to-one
COMPUTING CLUB are invited
to participate in a General elec- the child's self-esteem and contion on Monday November 9th at fidence. Urgent need for male and
6pm in room 2E6-2. New mem- female volunteers. Call Kitchener
bers welcome. Regular meetings 744-7645 and Cambridge 740Tuesdays at 5:30 in 2C3.
3375 PLEASE!

Z loSng S

&

Are you interested in joining a

mal ! staff
Producllon
distribution of an international
®

l Q

News P»P"
;?
of a self-monvated ind,v,dual to
handle the duues of circulation
miuiager Conact Jan Mcnkal @
888-0039 or 745-5115.

,

U

this weekend? S.

'

-

°-
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Y

cycle on campus. Can help as
htde as five minutes a week. Call
Ellen or Kevin, Environmental
Co-Ordinators at WLUSU 884-

.STUDENTS or ORGANIZA-

TIONS Promote our Florida
Spring Break packages. Earn
MONEY and FREE trips,
Organize SMALL or LARGE
r> 11
8

fK,
m*
1-800-423-5264.
-

hello there j.mayhem. gee...where

the

-

20:30-2:30. Transportation and
training provided. Call 747-4067.

Students required for telemarketing in a pleasant atmosphere. Magazine subscriptions,
100% commission per verified
nrHpr

rail Snzflnna anvtime
anytime at

740 6611
740-6611.

UW Honours Gra duate able to
process all types of papers IN
LASER PRINTER, SPELL

pong queen, okay?

v,

y
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273 7970 on weekends, nights.
WHY PAY MORE FOR
LESS?
"

3

\
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Desperate lonely female slipper
seeks meeting in Wilf's
Bathroom. Boots need not apply.

Lalll

CHECK, GRAMMAR CORFree
RECTIONS INCLUDED

2
JfsTI?"
f\\if
V ?V'
during week or
Clark at 658-8028
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,

JCj
v
letter writing addiction... without
Spacious clean rooms. Close to
you Fd have thrown Qut my back
the
university. Available for
P-S. NICE SWEATER!!!

112nrv!

N!Ck after 6:oopm at 894-

WORD

PROCESSING
$1.50/pg, HIRE ME I'M BROKE
Christina, 886-7434
L § AT

.

Dec 5! Since 1979 thou.

sands of students have benefited
from the systematic principles of
vs( Y
V—~xl \
M
112 \ \r~* approach taught in John
jello: golf shoes or. not, you can t\qßichardson's LSAT course. Our
wash dishes, watch out for an upcourse is available in London or
coming foot massage, he he.
Toronto 1 800 567-PREP(7737)
—

-

)(f

afraid to die a virgin.

on l

y

u gel laid in your coffm.

,
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Roommate

from Hp n.

,

outtoVheTe'"8

oHocktag
or
locking dogs outdoors, he he.

you promised me WW
_

\

y
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BIBLES in English and 100 other
languages, affordable Pprices. Canadian Bib,e Society, 743-5590.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PUT
A CLASSIFIED AD IN THE
CORD'S CLASSED SEC-

1983 Honda Civic $1200 as is.
Walerbed $50 Wei hl set $20
Parki
on EZRA

YOU WAITING F0R....
...ONLY 15 CENTS PER WORD
FOR LAURIER STUDENTS!
THAT MEANJ AN AD L]K£

aa y we & et out 31 IU UU 1
swear, I 11 buy you a beer.
ine

-

°-

ence pre ferre(i. Commitment of
g n hours/week. Monday Frid ay 5:30-9:30 and Saturdays

ping

m

Thanks for helping me with my

word Processing Service,
R e portS) Resumes, letters, mailin lists> form i etters> etc on
recyc i ed pap er. Dictaphone,
equation editor, optical scanning
available. Call Audrey 884-7123

art thou? don t spend all your
time locked up and stressed, take
a break for some ping pong with

™

Desperately
cirlfri nd t0
„

sick male needs
u
otta
im
'

WANTED: Volunteers to help re-

°

Send No Money Now! No Obligation! Nothing To Buy! No
Salesman will call. Act Now or
Forever Hold Your Peace!
Respond now and Receive Nothmg. WOW! I-800-YOU-DUMB

Jen,

™

Male volunteers are urgently
needed to assist on a one-to-one
basis, male individuals who have
a disability and are involved in
I^lll6B Call LCe @
aisin g Pr
Door T Door
non-profit
orgamzaa
for
gram
,

Sharon 656-3387

FREE

.

i-

Professional Word Processing.
On-campus pickup, delivery,
Fast dependable service. Call

eventually (Maybe).

.

'YQIIH

_■

Quality word processing by a university graduate (English). Fast,
professional service. Spell
check/minor grammatical corrections available. Laser printer.
Call Suzanne 886-3857

Medusa and the Bride:
I promise I'll get to the pile of
dishes taking over our kitchen

or um

"

WI

LJ
Favourite thing #347: Cold porches and warm kisses.

~

,

M

Small white dog, enjoys walks in
the park seeks sympathetic bitch
f or companionship and possible
breeding. Call KAY-NINE

—

Si

kHI

the Grease Soundtrack!!
AAAUUUUGGGGGHHHHH!!!!

Congratulations Jill. NICE
ROCKS! You're our idol and the
biggest pentakosiomedimnoi
we've ever met.

■■

'

TEACHERS COLLEGE: W.P.
information can show you the ins
and outs preparing yourself how
to apply'throughout North Amerj ca an( j much more. Get your
copy of Teachers College;FACTS
BEHIND THE MYTHS by sending a $25 cheque or money order
to: W.P. Information, P.O. Box
575, Guelph, Ontario. Allow 3-5
weeks delivery.

-

=

annual "Jakobstettel Country
Christmas Craft Show and Sale" ACCKWA needs volunteer World Wide Travel Club
on Saturday, November 14,1992 counselors for therapeutic sup- 5334 Yonge Street
from 10:00am to 4:oopm at port, bereavement counselling Suite 1407
St.Jacobs Public School on "and stress management services. Toronto Ontario
Queen Street in St. Jacobs,. Call 748-5556.
M2N6M2
Refreshments will be served, ad,
v
S
SfceFOrmOreinfoCall
Canadian Liver Foundation is
•
looking for fund-raisers
cSt r
,u
u rlies just north
Jacobs
of112 phone work. Work in a for telewarm and
Kitchener-Waterloo, oft Highway
comfortable environment and
86
fight liver disease. Apply in per\
JI Ul
K
son at 32 Duke St. East, 2nd L /II
ROO'. Kitchener above Cul- Jello: I really liked your outstde
tures. Ask for Jim.
idea. We will have to look into it.
Cnh
Club are holding the last event in

r

Hey Neighbor The lights are too
bright in here...l m going blind to

:

$$$$,

n

L

WORKSHOP, PART I
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P™ll
Guitar with hard
carrying case; dark walnut fin* dUI"
! sl"
"
PS

TT

James"®) 884-5092

Polar
My first born is named
Thanksalways.
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Happy Birthday to the woman
who owns those sexy blufc fuzz jes Have a good one Julie! Luv
Roberto/Roberta and the gang.

HO HO HO Green Giant!
H umpy and Sweet Dreams wan
t0 know when DIS comin g home!
Of course, Pooh is disgusted!
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1 W1 d • erm pap ers l h eS
f
h computer
resumes with
andH laser
in APA. Fast
Expe
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turnaround Sand 6 58-1028.

'

He y You! Meet me in the
brar y stacks for some alphabet

...WOULD ONLY COST YOU
$1.80, AND I'M SURE IT WILL
MEAN SOMETHING TO
SOMEBODY!!!

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIEDS IS TUESDAY AT IPM
por THE FOLLOWING
tht

Y9

papfr

a!

IT IST

COMF ON UP TO THE CORD
SAVHEY
HbY, I1
AND bAY
WANT TO PLACE A CLAS-

SIFIED AD!"
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Don't panic.
The Cord Guide has
arrived (almost).
11

11

Pick up your free copy I
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in the
Concourse. You must
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